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Housing ordinance pending in UH C~uncil
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have on the UH community.
But after the meeting, both
Amid confusion in the john Mikhail and Becherer said they
Carroll community as well as the were misinformed about the ordiresidential community, Univer - nance. According to Becherer, he
sity Heights City Council con - got the mformation he used to
vened on September 16 to discuss defend his argument at the hea ring from word of mo uth . Mikhail,
a pending housing ordinance.
Among the confused were on the other hand , learned about
about 25 john Carroll students the ordinance from an article
who were under the assumption printed in The Plain Dealer this
that a new ordinance, one which summer.
"I and many of the people at
reduces from three to two the
number of unrelated residents liv- the meeting were misled by the
ing ina University Heights house, july Plain Dealer article," Mikhail
said. "As a result we misunderwas being introduced.
But in reality, according to City stood the ordinance."
The Ordinance
Law Director Alan Wolk,an existThe first person to rent (first
ing ordina nce states that in any
rental unit, the fi rst person to rem occupa nt)canapply to be 1he head
wm be designated "head of t he of household w ith th e Unt verstty
household." The head of house- Heights Buildmg Commtssion,
hold can either have one or two with the provision that he or she
roomers, depending on certain has written authority from the
owner designating him or her as
provisions.
The hearing w as set u p as a fo- the agent of th e owner.

Jennifer Talllsman
Pt1otography Editor

Student Union President Doralice Tavolario speaks at the
University Heights City Council meeting on Monday.

--·. . ..L·ves 2,
chemistry scholarship
Jessica Grassman
Staff Reporter

junior Christina Sinar is the
recipient of a$42,000scholarship
and the title of john Ca rroll
University's 1996-97 Clare Boothe
Luce Scholar.
"It's a real! y big honor to receive a scholarship in the name of
such a great person," Sinar said. "l
didn't think I was going to get it,
but I thought I'd give it a shot."
The Clare Boothe Luce Scholarship is awarded each year to a
female student who is looking to
pursue a career in the sciences.
The scholarship is named after
the late Clare Boothe Luce, who is
described by David Ewing, chair
of thechemistrydepartment,asa
Renaissance woman. Luce was
active as a journal ist,scientistand
politician.
Luce established this fund in
order to promote the careers of
promising young scientists and
engineers in both chemistry and
physics. The Clare Boothe Luce
Scholarship is part of the Henry
Luce foundation, established by
Clare Boothe Luce and named for
her son.
The requirements for receiving
the Clare Boothe LuceScholarship
are verystrict,according to Ewing.
The applicants must be female
chemistry majors interested in
careers in science. They also must
be entering their junior year of
college with a grade point average
of 3.2 or higher.
Each applicant is required to
write an essay on why she is majoring in chemistry and how she
plans on using a degree in the field.

Ewing, in collaboration with
the entire chemistry faculty, determined who, of the seven women
applicants, would be awarded the
scholarship. "The decision was
very difficult since all of the applicants were very deserving,"
Ewing said.
"[Sinarl is one of the best students I've had here," said Michael
Nichols of john Carroll
University's chemistry department. Sinar has been working
closely with Nicholson a research

project ti tied "The Synthesis of
Four Lithium Amide Bases Derived From Phenethanols."
As part of the project, Si nar is
making a series of compounds
similar in structure, and the goal
is to determine the compounds'
appearances in solid and liquid
forms. Nichols said Sinar is very
enthusiastic about the research
and has done a nice job with it.
Sinar's interest in chemistry
was initially sparked by her
grandfather. "My grandfather influenced me a lot," she said. "He
always told me little chemistry
things, and I got excited." Both

see SINAR,

page 3
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the existing ordinance, a practice
that had become lax in the past
junior Class Secretary jeff
Becherer and Student Union Vice
President Bishoy Mikhail spoke
at the hearing about the fairness
and economic repercussions that
limiting the number of unrelated
persons living in a house would

or

w

and the head household are responsible for compliance with UH
housing and zon ing codes. Upon
application , there w1ll be an in
spectionof the rental unit to verify
safety issues.
William Nadeau, building
commissioner for University
HeightS, agrees with Wolk Ac-

cording to Nadeau, the ordinance
will enable htm to inform prospective residents of the rules before
they move, then they can't cla1m
that the y dtdn't know the rules
Annemarie Pop hal, a senior at
j o hn Ca rroll and a Unt ve rsn y
Heights resident,dldn't even know
that she and her roommates were
actually v10laung a parking rule.
"The ctty needs to get out a
booklet with all the rules of the
ordinance and let the res1dents
know about tt before they move
in," said Pophaf

The Criteria
According to the ordinance, if
the head of household wants ro
have one additional roomer, then
both people muc,t meet four cr tt e
na
The first cnterton ts to meet
mimmum habitable space standards. In other words, tf a rental
unit has three bedrooms, it can
only have three roomers livmg in

courage peo e
living room into a bedroom, add·
ing another tenant to reduce the
cost of rent
The second cnterion 1s to meet
overnight orr -street parking limitations. According to the ordinance, off-street parking or side-

see HOUSING, page 3

University has no parking solutions
Students frustrated with lack of options
Cherie Skoczen
News Editor

Even though the prices of student parking permits increased
$10 this semester, some students
are upset that ample parking
spaces are still not guaranteed.
"1 think the price increase is a
slap in the face to everyone who
drives because they're increasing
the prices for nothing," said sophomore jeff Sobeck "The university
isn't taking any action to resolve
the problem. They're charging
more for less.'
According to Rev. Richard P.
Salmi,SJ~parkingisnota new
problem on thejCU campus.
"The parking problem has
been with us for a long time,"
he said.
Salmicitedacoupleof reasons people might have a difficult time finding a place to
park in john Carroll parking
lots. For instance, few people
want to teach or take classes
at 8 a.m., so everyone 'startS
coming to campus for the 9
a.m.classes. Additionally, the
number of available classrooms has increased with the
additionoftheO'MalleyCenter. "It allows us to schedule

more classes in the center of the versity to expand anything," he
said. He added thatthe only place
day," he said.
TheCityof University Heights to build a new lot would probably
has eliminated some on-street be at the front of campus, but the
parking in recent years, and there's university wouldn't want to "rip
the potential that they will elimi- out" this "sacred" ground, he said.
Parking isn't a problem for
nate more, Salmi said. "Asthecity
Sindelar
personally because he
restricts parking on its streets, the
said
he
knows
how to get around
Uohn Carroll] lots get more
it. "ljustshowupearly,"hesaid. "!
crowded."
Senior Bill Sindelar said park- try to show up an hour before 1
ingisa bigproblematjohnCarroll, need to be anywhere. Then l just
but he doesn't know what the uni- have to sit a round and study or get
versitycandoaboutit. "!was walk- some breakfast."
Althoughshedoesn't have a car
ing around campus, and 1 realized
see PARKING, page 3
that there is no place for the uni-

PARKING STATS ~~---=-------t~
Prices to park on campus per semester:

John Carroll ...•.••...•• $60
Oberlin College . . . • . . . • .
• • $30
Ursuline College . . . . . • • • . . . • • ~.$20
Ohio Wesleyan University . • • .
• . ·• $20
Ohio Northern University • . . • .
$15
Baldwin Wallace College *....... $15
*price per year
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Seminar designed to benefit freshmen Study abroad opportunities
Wendy Maxlan
Staff Reporter
"The City: Past, Present and
Future" is the theme of the new
three-credlt seminar class required of all freshmen this year as
part of the new umversity core
curriculum.
'11t's) off to a pretty good start,"
said David Klooster, chairman of
the First Year Seminar Subcommmeeof the UniversityCoreCurriculum Committee. "Although
it is still early in the semester, the
seminar is going as planned."
There are three main goals of
theseminar,accordingtoKlooster.
iOnegoal is)tohelpstudents learn
what a university is and to succeed in it," he said.
In order to do thls, professors
are taking on a new role. They are
switching from lecturers to "ex-

perienced scholars," sa1d Klooster.
"The seminar emphasizes the
student as the learner and de-emphasizes the professor as the lecturer." according to Robert Kolesar,
a professor in the mathematics and
computer science department.
Some students said that they
like the professors' approaches to
the seminar.
"The professors don't talk as
much, which is cool ." said Freshman Bob Leech.
Wendy Metzen, another freshman , said that she agrees. "l like
It he seminar] because it's all d iscussion," she said.
Klooster said anoth er goal is to
foster a common ground among
freshman students. In orderto do
this, each of the seminar's 39 sections are held at noon on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fr idays.

Laughing to music

Also all of the students will be
assigned to read Savage Inequali -

ties, The Invisible Man, Earth in
Mind and Geography of Nowhere,
Klooster said. Theauthorsofthree
of these books are also scheduled
to come to John Carroll this semester.
"I like how they get all of the
freshmen together for speakers,"
Metzen said.
The third goal of the seminar is
to emphasize the kind of liberal
arts values that Rev. john]. Shea,
SJ, umversity president., discussed
when he addressed the freshmen
last Friday. "A liberal [arts]education is not just a focus on the mind,
it is a focus on the development of
the whole person." Shea said.
All sections of the course are
centered around one theme, which
can change every two years. The
current theme is "The City: Past,
Present and Future."
According to Kolesar, the students also take field trips as part
of the class. He said the field trips
vary among the sections. "The
theme [of the trips] is observation
of the city and to compare and
contrast experiences," he said .
Kolesar, who is teaching a section of theseminar,took members
of his class to Coventry to do their
observations. Otherprofessors are
having their students build model
cities and get involved in community service, Kolesar said.
Klooster and Kolesar said faculty members seem excited about
the seminar. "It's good for the faculty to work together," said
Klooster. "Peoplealways enjoythe
chance to work on a new project."

abound at John Carroll

Denise Glaros
Staff Reporter
Senior Chris Meehan , who
studied in Varanasi, India , this year
said he learned a lot from his study
abroad.
Meehan shared his experiences
with membersofthejohnCarroll
community Monday night when
he gave a student's perspective of a
junior year abroad . Theevem was
sponsored by JCU's international
studies center.
Meehan was one of 14 American college studems to travel to
India for nine months under the
University of Wisconsin at Madison study abroad program.
In his speech, Meehan emphasized the cultural shock he experienced whi le in lndia,such as the
disregard for time and space
among the people. However, he
also stated that he learned a great
deal, not only from his field work
and tutorials within the city, but
from the people themselves.
Through the people of
Varanasi, Meehan saw a diverse
culture produced by the combination of modern and ancient
worlds. For example, a person
working during the day with modern technology would later perform ri t ua listic chants to particular honored deities.
By seeing this cultural behavior, Meehan said he became more
appreciative of the country.
According to james Reed, director of JCU's study abroad program, about lOOjohn Carroll Uni versity students participa te in
JCU's study abroad program each
year. This program, which was
des igned to allow s tud e nts to
study in a foreign country amid
other cultures, is open to juniors
and seniors, said Reed.

He said that qualified students
may apply for the summer, semester or year-long study abroad programs during their sophomore
years.
"If [a student is] planning on
graduating from college in four
years, most of the study abroad
programs should not interfere
[with their plans] because credit is
being given for the classes taken
during the stay abroad," Reed said.
Knowledge of the language of
the foreign country is usually necessary, added Reed. The professors in many of the foreign countries do not always speak English,
he said.
Students interested in learning
more about the study abroad program should attend the informational meetings held every Tuesday and Wednesday from 2:002:50 pm .. in AD 32, Reed said.
Interested students only need
to attend one of these meetings
which will provide information
on the different programs, the financial aid opportunities and the
housing and transportation arrangements.
After the initial meeting, a student can apply to the program by
completing an applicat ion and
including a $35 processing fee.
Generally, a minimum GPA of 2.5
is needed for acceptance, Reed said.
When a student is selected to
study abroad, the program adviser
will then assist the student with
the remaining steps, such as acquiring a student visa.
According ro Reed, the bulk of
the paperwork falls upon the adviser so that the
·
com pie tel yove rw helmed. Preparing oneself for the trip mentally
and physically is up ro the individual, he said.

SOME THINGS ABOUT
AUSTRALIA ARE A
LITTLE CONFUS.ING.

STUDYING THERE
SHOULDN'T BE ONE
OF THEM.
Thinking of study abroad "Down Under?" Here's how
we can help. We'll simplify the application process,
assist you with your visa, help you get enrolled in the
right courses at the right university, and ensure that
you arrive on campus well-oriented, ready to study
successfully and to have a good time. There are limits,
though. We can't explain the existence of a duckbilled, webbed-footed mammal that can lay eggs.
Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver
College programs or call for a free catalog today.
Study Abroad with Beaver College
1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379)
cea@beaver.edu • http://www.beaver.edu/cea/
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Students voice concern about UH housing ordinance
continued from page 1.
walk parking is not pamitted between 2 a.m. and 5 a.m. Adjustments to this criterion pertain to
those who have an attached garage.
In this case, their cars need to
be parked mside the garage or to the rear oJ the
house. Those who don 't
have attached garages
must park all of their cars
behind the house so as
not to be seen from the
front
According to Wolk,
complaints about seven
or more cars parked in
one driveway prompted
this part of the ordinance.
"Weare trying to prevent overcrowdingand deterioration of the
neighborhood." said Wolk.
The third criterion is an agreement to avoid noise that would
disturb neighbors. "We are using
this criteria as a standard, so roomers won't blast their stereos," said
Wolk.
The fourth criterion is that the
roomers cannot have more than
one kitchen in a single family
dwelling.
In addition to these criteria, if
the head of household wants to
have a second roomer they must
comply with two provisions. According to the first provision there
must be a separate standard bedroom for the second roomer. The
second provision is that the rental
unit can't be used as a room ing
house or a board ing house.
The Future Implications
According to Charles LoBello,
the University Heights chief of

police, last (a cademic) year there
were between nine and twelve
housingcomplaints made against
john Carroll students living in
Universlly Heights. The majority
of these complaints involved the
same repeat offenders.

dent committee on the current
problems with off -campus housing.
The ordinance was placed on
first reading. There won't be a vote
for a least a month because council hasn't had a chance to study
the terms
Students in teres ted m responding to
the ordinance
have an opportunity to
do so by attending a fuCharles LoBello ture council
meeting .
Public com"I am a supporter of John ments are welcome at the beginCarroll students," LoBello said. "l ning of the meetings.
think only a handful of students
After learning what the ordiabuse the neighborhood and hos- nancewasreall y al l about, Mikhail
pitality of University Heights."
said he still thinks it is targeting
A possible solution, according jCU students.
to LoBello, is for JCU students to
"I still think that the existing
put peer pressure on the repeat ordinance and the [pending] one
offenders, in hopes that they will are targeted to limit students from
help to deter further abuse of the living in groups off campus,
law
which will affect the city eco"A few people are giving every- nomically,"Mikhailsaid. "The stuone a bad name," he said. "So the dents will move to bordering citstudents should put pressure on ies."
the bad ones."
In response to the proposed orSteven Bennett, chief justice of dinance, Dean of Students joe
the city council, said during the Farrell said, "I really believe that
hearing that he would be more John Carroll students are and can
than willing to work with a stu- be good citizens and neighbors."

"/ think only a handful of students
abuse the neighborhood and
hospitality of University Heights."

SINAR
continued from page 1
Sinar 's grandfather and father
were chemistry majors at John
Carroll University.
Another key influence in
Si nar's decision to rnajor in c hemistrywas her chemistry teacher at
Archbishop Hoban High School
in Akron, OH, she said.
She graduated from the school
in 1994.
In high school, Si nar was active
in swimming, tennis, track,dance
and campus ministry.
At john Carroll, she is pursuing a double major in Spanish and
chemistry with a concentration
in biochemistry and molecular
biology.
She is also involved in anumber of extracurricular activities
such as the American Chemical
Society, Alpha Epsilon Delta (the
pre-med society), Project HOPE
and campus ministry. Sinar has
also volunteered at Mary B. Martin Elementary School and the
Cleveland Clinic.
The money Sinar received from
the Clare Booth Luce Foundation
is being used for her room, board,
books and expenses for her remainingtwo yearsatjohn CarrolL
After graduation, she plans to
attend medical schooL She is looking at the University of Chicago,
Ohio State University and Case
Western Reserve University.
"I want ro get my Ph.D. so I can
do research," she said. "I also want
to get my M.D." Sinarsaid that she
may want to sllldy oncology, the
study of cancer, which is something that has interested her ever
since her grandmother was diagnosed with breast cancer several
years ago
According to Ewing, Sinar IS
very motivated and helpful. "She
is truly a remarkable student."

PARKING
continued from page 1
on campus, freshman Laura
Malone said that she and her
friends realize parking is a major
problem. "People in some of my
classes a relate all the time because

a
park: she said.
AccordingtoGarrySmith who
works in the Inn Between, the lack
of parking spaces has caused him
to be late to work. "I got here before
4 p.m. yesterday,and !couldn't find
a spot until five minutes after 4
p.m.," he said.
In order to park in the Carroll
parking lots, a car must have either a faculty /staff or student
parking pass affixed to its lower
left windshield. Student parking
passes for the fall semester are $60
each, a $10 increase from last semester. Faculty and staff parking
permits are free of charge, said
Nadia Zan in who works in thecareer development office.
Zan in, who said the size of the
pa rk ing spaces at JCU are too
small, also said she has never had
a problem finding a parking spot.
"I come in at l p.m. and usually

parking isokay at that time," Zan in
said . "Around l p.m., students are
leaving so there are spots."
According to Salmi, the $60 student parking pass price is used by
the university to cover the cost of
maintaining the parking lots. He
add ed that snow plowing is one of
Salmi sai t ere has been consideration for building a parking
garage at Carroll, but costs are
prohibitive. "It is real expensive,
and no one is willing to come for ward with the money to build the
garage." he said.
"{University
Heights) would like to see the university build a parkinggarage,and
we'd love to see them build a parking garage. However, neither one
of us has the money."
Sobeck said he could accept the
$10 parking pass increase if he
knew the money would be used to
help the parking problem "I'd be
willing to pay the extra money if 1
knew they had the intention of
building a parkinggarage,"hesaid.
Salmi said he doesn't think
there's a magicanswertojCUs the
parking problem "We may not
have the ready answers, but we
can try and find solutions."
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Big Bro/BigSis weekend starts tomorrow
The annual Big Brother/Big Sister program for
freshman will be held this weekend. Sponsored by the
Student Union, the project pairs up interested freshman
with upper-class students to participate in weekend
activities. Beginning tomorrow night, events will include
a picnic on Keller Commons and a trip to Club !148 in the
Flats. On Saturday, there will be a movie on campus, and
on Sunday there will be a trip to Cedar Point.

junior class treasurer needed
The position of junior class treasurer is currently
vacant due to the resignation of Ryan Lynch. Any junior
interested in filling the position for the remainder of the
1996-97 school year may contact Chris Beato at 397-5068
for more information.

Rev. Clooney to speak next Tuesday
Rev. Francis Clooney, SJ., of Boston College will be
the speaker at this week's Walter and Mary Touhy Chair of
Interreligious Studies lecture. His lecture, titled "In the
Beginning, Fire and Water," will be held at 8 p.m. in the DJ
Lombardo Student Center's Jardine Room on Tuesday,
Sept. 24. It is free and open to the public.

Residence Iif e offers "University LifelOI"
The Residence Life Office is presenting "University
Life 101," a program designed to assist new students in the
transition to college life and preparation for the future. In
its second year, the weekly senes will includ e such topics
as "Keep Your Sann y," "Dom' the 9 to 5," "F.xp\ore Your
World" and "Detour from the Straight and Narrow " l he
presentations will be held Mondays at6 p .m. in the Wolf
n-Pot.

AIDS Walk. set for Sept. 29
T he 1996 AlDS Walk w lll be h ld C:.unday.
or make donations to the cause·~~~~~~f1j~!MH!Wil~"'"~~=~-~
Heckman, director of student
in the Rc Idence
Life Office. According to the World Health Organization,
currently 20 million people are infected with HIV, the
virus tha t causes AIDS.

News Briefs were compiled by Tom 0 1Konowitz,
assistant news editor.

Parnell's
ON C[DAR AND L~E

Welcome Back Seniors!

Happu Hour 4-7 p.m.
Mondau thru Saturdau

~J'6a~~

Draft Specials during Happy Hour

• Generous grants & academic scholarships

Guinness, Harps, Oder, Murphy's

• Coursework, internships & more
• Business programs in 3 countries
• Placement in foreign universities
ZIMBABWE • ENGLAND • ITALY
HONG KONG • SPAIN • FRANCE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY •· 119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800.235-3472 • OIPAftsuadmin.syr.edu • http:J/sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

Bud Light Draft Special
seven days a week
21 and over please

3 2 I -3469
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Seminar designed to benefit freshmen
Wendy Maxlan
Staff Reporter
"The City: Past, Present and
Future" is the theme of the new
three -credit seminar class required of all freshmen this year as
part of the new umversity core
curriculum.
11t's)off to a pretty good s tart,"
said David Klooster, chairman of
the First Year Seminar Subcommiueeof the UmversityCoreCurriculum Committee. ' Although
it is still early in the semester, the
seminar is going as planned."
There are three main goals of
the semi nar,accordi ng to Klooster.
"!One goa I islto he Ipstudents learn
what a university 1s and to succeed in it," he said.
In order to do this, professors
are taking on a new role. They are
switching from lecturers to "ex-

perienced scholars," said Klooster.
"The seminar emphasizes the
student as the learner and de-em phasizes the professor as the lecturer," according to Raben Kolesar,
a professor in the mathematics and
computer science department.
Some students said that they
like the professors' approaches to
the seminar.
"The professors don't talk as
much , which is cool ," said Freshman Bob Leech.
Wendy Metzen, another fresh man , said that she agrees. "I like
]the seminar] because it's all discussion ," she said.
Klooster said another goal is to
foster a common ground among
freshman students. In orderto do
this, each of the seminar's 39 sections are held at noon on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Laughing to music

Also all of the students will be
assigned to read Savage Inequali ties, The Invisible Man, Earth in
Mind and Geography ofNowhere ,
Klooster said. Theauthorsofthree
of these books are also scheduled
to come m john Carroll this semester.
"llike how they get all of the
freshmen together for speakers."
Metzen said.
The third goal of the seminar is
to emphasize the kind of liberal
arts values that Rev. john]. Shea,
SJ., university president, discussed
when he addressed the freshmen
last Friday. "A liberaHarts]education is not justa focus on the mind,
it is a focus on the development of
the whole person," Shea said.
All sections of the course are
centered around one theme, which
can change every two years. The
current theme is "The City: Past,
Present and Future."
According to Kolesar, the students also take field trips as part
of the class. He said the field trips
vary among the sections. "The
theme ]of the trips] is observation
of the city and to compare and
contrast experiences," he sa id.
Kolesar, who is teaching a section of theseminar,took members
of his class to Coventry to do their
observat ions. Other professors are
havingtheir studenrsbuild model
citiesandgetinvolved in community service, Kolesar said.
Klooster and Kolesar said faculty members seem excited about
the seminar. "It's good for the faculty to work together," said
Klooster. "People always enjoy the
chance to work on a new project."

Denise Glaros

continued from page 1

He said that qualified students
may apply for the summer, semester or year-long study abroad programs during their sophomore
years.
"If [a student is] planning on
graduating from college in four
years, most of the study abroad
programs should not interfere
[with their plans] because credit is
being given for the classes taken
during the stay abroad," Reed said.
Knowledge of the language of
the foreign country is usual! y necessary, added Reed. The professors in many of the foreign countries do not a 1ways speak English,
he said.
Students interested in learning
more about the study abroad program should attend the informational meetings held every Tuesday and Wednesday from 2:002:50 pm. in AD 32, Reed said.
Interested students only need
to attend one of these meetings
which will provide information
on the different programs, the financia l aid opportunities and the
housing and transportat ion arrangemen ts.
After the initial meeting, a student can apply to the program by
completing an appli cation and
including a $35 processing fee.
Generally, a minimumGPAof 2.5
is needed for acceptance, Reed said.
When a student is selected to
studyabroad,theprogramadviser
will then assist the student with
the remai ning steps, such as acquiring a student visa.
Accordi ng to Reed, the bulk of
the paperwork falls upon the adviser so that the Mt~mo~·<net- -· ....
completel yove rwhelmed. Preparing oneself for the trip menta II y
and physically is up to the individual, he said.

SOME THINGS ABOUT
AUSTRALIA ARE A
LITTLE CONFUS.ING.

STUDYING THERE
SHOULDN'T BE ONE
OF THEM.
Thinking of study abroad "Down Under?" Here's how
we can help. We'll simplify the application process,
assist you with your visa, help you get enrolled in the
right courses at the right university, and ensure that
you arrive on campus well-oriented, ready to study
successfully and to have a good time. There are limits,
though. We can't explain the existence of a duckbilled, webbed-footed mammal that can lay eggs.
Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver
College programs or call for a free catalog today.
Study Abroad with Beaver College
1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379)
cea@beaver.edu • http://www.beaver.edu/cea/
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Students voice concern about UH housing ordinance

Study abroad opportunities
abound at John Carroll
Staff Reporter
Senior Chris Meehan, who
stud ied in Varanasi, lnd ia, this year
said he learned a lot from his study
abroad.
Meehan shared hisexperiences
with members of thejohn Carroll
community Monday night when
he gave a student's perspective of a
junior year abroad . The event was
sponsored by JCU's international
stud ies center.
Meehan was one of 14 American college students to travel to
India for nine months under the
Universi ty of Wisconsin at Madison study abroad program.
In his speech, Meehan emphasized the cultural shock he experienced while in lndia,suchas the
disregard for time and space
among the people. However, he
a lso stated that he learned a great
deal, not only from his field work
and tutorials within the city, but
from the people themselves.
Through the people of
Varanasi, Meehan saw a diverse
culture produced by the combination of modern and ancient
worlds. For example, a person
workingduringthedaywithmodern technology would late r perform ritualistic chants to part icular honored deities.
By seeing this cultural behavior, Meehan said he became more
appreciative of the country.
Accord ing to James Reed, director of JCU's study abroad program,aboU[ lOOJohn Carroll University students participat e in
JCU's study abroad program each
year. This program, which was
des ig ned to allow s tud en ts to
study in a foreign country amid
other cu ltures, is open to juniors
and seniors. said Reed.
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walk parking is not pamitted be·
tween 2 a.m. and 5 am . Adjust·
ments to th is criterion pertain to
those who have an attached ga·
rage .
ln this case, their cars need to
be parked mside the garage or to the rear of the
house. Those who don 't
have attached garages
must park all of their cars
behind the house so as
not to be seen from the
front.
According to Wolk,
complaints about seven
or more cars parked in
one driveway prompted
this part of the ordinance.
"We are trying to prevent overcrowding and deterioration of the
neighborhood," said Wolk
The third criterion is an agreement to avoid noise that would
disturb neighbors. "We are using
thi scr iteria as a standard,soroomers won't blast their stereos," said
Wolk.
The fourth criterion is that the
roomers cannot have more than
one kitchen in a single family
dwelling.
In addition to these criteria, if
the head of household wants to
have a second roomer they must
comply with two provisions. Accord ing tot he first provision there
must be a separate standard bedroom for the second roomer. The
second provision is that the rental
unit can't be used as a rooming
house or a boarding house.
The Future Implications
According to Charles LoBello,
the University Heights chief of

pohce, last (academ ic) year there
were between nine and twelve
housing com pla i ms made against
John Car roll students living m
University Heights. The majority
of these complaints involved the
same repeat offenders.

dent committee on the current
problems with off -campus housing.
The ordinance was placed on
fi rst read in g. There won't be a vote
for a least a month because coun cil hasn't had a chance to study
the terms .
Students interested m responding to
the ordina nee
have an opportunity to
do so by attending a fuCharles LoBello ture council
meeting.
Public com"I am a supporter of john ments are welcome at the beginCarroll students," LoBello said. "I ning of the meetings.
think only a handful of students
After learning what the ordiabuse the neighborhood and hos- nancewasreallyallabout,Mikhail
pitality of University Heights."
said he still thinks it is targeting
A possible solution, according JCU students.
to LoBello, is for JCU students to
"I still think that t he existing
put peer pressure on the repeat ordinance and the [pending] one
offenders, in hopes that they will are targeted w limitstudentsfrom
help to deter further abuse of the living in groups off campus,
law
which will affect the city eco"A few people are giving every- nomically,"Mikhailsaid. "Thestuone a bad name," he sa id. "So the dents will move to bordering citstudents s hould put pressure on ies."
the bad ones."
In response to the proposed orSteven Benneu, c hief justice of dinance, Dean of St ude nt s Joe
the city council, said during the Farrell said, "I really believe that
hearing that he would be more john Carroll students are and can
than willing to work with a stu- be good citizens and neighbors."

ul think only a handful of students
abuse the neighborhood and
hospitality of University Heights."

SINAR

PARKING
continued from page 1
on cam pus, freshman Laura
Malone said that she and her
friends realize parking is a major
problem. "People in some of my
classes are late all the time because

parkingisokayat that time," Zanin
said. "Around l p.m., students are
leavmg so there are spots."
AccordingtoSalmi,the$60student parking pass price is used by
the un iversity to cover the cost of
maintaining the parking lots. He
add ed t hat snowplowing is one of
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junior class treasurer needed
The position of junior class treasurer is currently
vacant due to the resignation of Ryan Lynch. Any junior
interested in filling the position for the remamder of the
1996-97 school year may contact Chris Beato at 397-5068
for more information.

Rev. Clooney to speak nex.t Tuesday
Rev. Francis Clooney, SJ., of Boston College will be
the speaker at this week's Walter and Mary Touhy Chair of
lnterreligious Studies lecture. His lecture, titled "In the
Beginning, Fire and Water," will be held at 8 p.m. in the OJ
Lombardo Student Center's Jardine Room on Tuesday;
Sept. 24. It is free and open to the public.

Residence life offers "University LifelOl"
The Residence Life Office is presenting 'University
Life 101," a program designed to assist new studenrs in the
transition to college life and preparation for the future. In
its second year, the weekly senes will include such topics
as "Keep Your Sa nti y," "Do in' 1he 9 1o '5," "Explore Your
World" and "Delour from Lhe Slraight and Narrow" 1he
presentation s will be held Mondays at 6 p.m m the Wolf n-Pot.

AIDS Walk set for Sept. 29
The 1996 AIDS Walk will be held

Salmi sa1 t ere as been concontinued from page :1.
park: she said.
According to Garry Smith who sideration for building a parking
Sinar 's grandfather and fat her
were chemistry majors at john works in the Inn Between, the lack garage at Carroll, but costs are
of parking spaces has caused him prohibitive. "It is real expensive,
Carroll University.
Another key influence in to be late to work. "1 got here before and no one is willing to com e for Sinar's decision to major in chem- 4 p.m. yesterday,and !couldn't find ward with the money to build the
"]University
istrywas her chemistry teacher at a spot until five minutes after 4 garage," he said.
Heights] would like rosee the uniArchbishop Hoban High School p.m.," he said.
In order to park in the Carroll versity build a parkinggarage,a nd
in Akron, OH, she said.
She graduated from the school parking lots, a car must have ei- we'd love to see them build a parkther a faculty /staff or student ing garage. However, neither one
in 1994.
In highschool,Sinarwasactive parking pass affixed to its lower of us has the money."
Sobeck said he could accept the
in swimming, tennis, track ,dance left windshield. Student parking
$10
parking pass increase if he
passes for the fall semester are $60
and campus ministry.
knew
the money would be used to
$10
increase
from
last
seeach,
a
At j ohn Carroll, she is pursuing a double major in Spanish and mester. Faculty and staff parking help the parking problem. "l'd be
chemistry with a concentration permits are free of charge, said willing to pay the extra money if l
in biochemistry and molecular Nadia Zan in who works in theca- knew they had the intention of
building a parkinggarage," hesaicl
reer development office.
biology.
Salmi said he doesn't think
Zan in, who said the size of the
She is also involved in anumber of extracurricular activities park ing spaces a t JCU are too there'sa magic answer toJCU's the
such as the American Chemical small, also said she has never had parking problem. "We may not
Society, Alpha Epsilon Delta (the a problem finding a parking spot. have the ready answers, but we
pre-med soc iety), Project HOPE "I come in at 1 p.m. and usually can try and find solutions."
and campus ministry. Sinar has
also volunteered at Mary B. Martin Elementary School and the
~\or~Qee.....~ S~CUSE
-.
o'O-~~
Cleveland Clinic.
1:1 •
,.,_
The money Sinarrece1ved from
the Clare Booth Luce Foundation
is being used for her room, board,
books and expenses for her reIa
maining two years at john Carroll.
After graduation, she plans to
hii'~
attend medica lsc hool. She is look• Generous grants & academic scholarships
ing at the University of Chicago,
Ohw State University and Case
• Coursework, internships & more
Western Reserve Universit y.
"I want to get my Ph.D. so I can
• Business fJrograms in 3 countries
do research," she said. "I also want
to get my M.D." Sinar said that she
• Placement in foreign universities
may want to study oncology, the
study of cancer, which is something that has interested her ever
ZIMBABWE • ENGLAND • ITALY
since her grandmother was diagnosed with breast cancer several
HONG KONG • SPAIN • FRANCE
years ago
According to Ewing, Sinar is
very motivated and helpful. "She
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY •· 119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
is truly a remarkable student."
1-800..235-3472 • DIPAOsuadmin.syr.edu • hltp://sumweb.syr.eduldipa
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Big Bro/Big Sis weekend starts tomorrow
The annual Big Brother /Big Sister program for
freshman will be held this weekend. Sponsored by the
Student Union, the project pairs up mterested freshman
with upper-class students to participate in weekend
activities. Beginning tomorrow night, events will include
a picnic on Keller Commons and a trip to Club I148 in the
Flats. On Saturday, there will be a movie on campus, and
on Sunday there will be a trip to Cedar Point.

.

STUDY ABROAD

ormake
rothecause
Heckman, director of student activities, in the Res1dence
Life Office. According to the World H alth Organization,
currently 20 million people are infected with HIV, lhe
virus lhat causes AIDS.

News Briefs were compiled by Tom 0 1Konowitz,
assistant news editor.

Parnell's
ON CEDAR AND Lll:

Welcome Back Seniors!

Happu Hour 4-7 p.m.
Mondau thru Saturdau
Draft Specials during Happy Hour

Guinness, Harps, Oder, Murphy's
Bud Ught Draft Special
seven days a week
21 and over please

3 2 I -3469
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Candidates' tobacco links questioned
Joe Wholle
Staff Reporter

U.S. appears to have backed away from Iraq
In recent days, the U.S. has appeared to back away from o[fensivestrikeson Iraq. Thetensionsapparentlycooled af rer Bagh.dad
announced it wouldstopfiringatallied warplanes patrolling the
new no fly zones in southern and north~rn Iraq. The U.S. suspended plans to send several thousand more troops to Kuwait
after the emirate refused permission, though only temporarily,
Clinton said. By midweek, the US. will have enough forces and
technology in the gulf region to stop any Iraqi troop movements.

Space shuttle Atlantis to retrieve astronaut
The space shuttle Atlantis blasted off Monday morning to
retrieve astronaut Shannon Lucid from Mir, the Russian space
station. Lucid should have returned in early August, but that
miss1on was delayed due to hurricanes and booster rocket problems. By the time she lands, Lucid will have spent 188 days in
space, setting a U.S. record.

Experimental AIDS drug to be given out
Agouron Pharmaceuticals is planning a program to give away
its experimental AIDS drug. Viracepr, to people who have exhausted treatments with similar protease-inhibitor drugs.

Illegal immigration bill may get sidetracked
A bill to curb illegal immigration may be derailed because of
presidential candidate Bob Dole's insistence that it conta in an
amendment allowing states to deny schooling to children of
immigrant workers. Senate Democrats vow to filibuster the bill if
it emerges from conference with the amendment intact, and
Clinton is threatening to veto it.

North Korea promoting free trade
China, wary of potential problems from North Korea's failing
economy. is encouraging Chinese business people in China, Hong
Kong and elsewhere to support this ailing communist state with
trade and investment. Yesterday. North Korea announced com mitments and signed contracts valued at nearly $300 million
(largely from Chinese and overseas Chinese companies) rodevelop a f rec trade and mvestment zone. The purpose of this is to
he\prevft'!e yearso{ economtcdemy\n North Korea.

World Briefs wac com pi led by Kristen Schneidler,lnt. News&
Busines Editor, and joe Whollt:y, Staff Reporter; with the aid of
wire sources.

The Democrats have managed
to make tobacco a surprisi ngly big
issue this election year, attacking
presidential candidate Bob Dole
for his links to the wbacco mdustry.

News Analysis
The Democrats' focus on Dole's
ties to the tobacco industry has
intensified during the past three
months. The focus was initiated
after he opposed legislation calling for a stepped up role for the
Food and Drug Administration in
restricting tobacco ads. The legislation was proposed last year by
Clinton to curb teenage smoking
through bans on ads that target
kids.
Dole's link to the tobacco industry
was
brought to the attention of television viewersaftera
Clinton campaign
ad attacking Dole's
ties was released .
The ad shows
three
children
awkwardly passing around cigarettes wh il e the
narrator declares
"One will d ief rom the habit." The
narrator then states that Dole is
against legislation to restrict ad vertisements of tobacco products,
and suggests that Dole values corporate profits over the health of
America's youth.
N \son Warfield , Dole's pres
sec retary, told the media that "Bob
Dole has never supported tobacco
ads that target kids," and then
pointed our that the reason Dole

tobacco industry-tolerant and
then say that it is alright because
the Democrats are too...

TOM CLARK
KEITT ICOCKRELI .
JAMES CllMSTON
MONICA GARCIA
JOSin JA HAMJLITON
MATT KLlJS
BRAD LADD
NICOLE SCHIRO
MELANlE SCHIPPITKA
THERESA BODNER
ROOU: LLE SCHWARZ
ROGER MANSON
TERRY SULLIVAN

PHILLIP ZIJZULO
ANDREW MORGAN
CJIRIS IMES
JON POWERS

ARMY ROTC SALDTIS OUR SCHOlARSHIP WINNERS.

m

Every year Army ROTC
awards thousands of merit based scholarships to qualified
students around the country and right here in your
school. These scholarships
pay most tuition, as well as

books, lab fees and an allowance up to $1500/year. But
more than that, Army ROTC is
one course that develops
your leadership abilities
and confidence, qualities
that lead to success.

ARMY ROTC
TBE SII.UI'ES'I' C:OUEGE COlliS£ 100 CAl 'IUE
For details, visit 2nd Floor C'f the RecPlex or call

397-4421

friendly, and began opposing
regulation of the industry with
more vigor. The Democrats became
increasi ngly
more
beligerent.
While recently the tobacco
companies have not been on good
terms with the Democrats, they
still have provided considerable
funding to the party this year.
PhilipMorrishasgiven the Democratic party $484,000 so far this
cycle, already surpassing its total
for 1994.
Funding is not t he only tie the
Democrats have to the industry.
The Democra ts are also helping
the indus try build future markets
in other countries. The Clinton
administration has treated tobacco as it treats any other agricult ura l export. In fact, with the
help of United States trade negotiators, Philip Morris earned $3.5
billion in profits from tobacco exports last year. While Republicans are defending
th e
tobacco
industry's interests
in the U.S., the Democra ts are helping it
build fu ture markets
in other countries.
Many may wonder why the Republi cans have not yet
called the Democrats
hypocri tes. The fact
is, the Republicans
are in a tough position . Even
though the Democrats have received support from the tobacco
indusrry and although they support the industry's exporting
needs, the Republicans have no
way to address this.

It would be a weak charge for the
Republicans to say that they are

1996
$9,000- $12,800 ARMY SCHOLARSHIPS
WINNERS
CIIRIS BRlTTON
DARYL CIJ!VELAND
ROY COOPER
JOliN 01 JOAN
JASON GENER
TINA KEARNS
JIM LUCKO
DAN MITRRAY
SCOTT SCI lUSTER

opposes the anti-ad leg1slation is
because he believes states should
be the ones to regulate tobacco
ad vert ism g.
Dole told media members last
week that he regards tobacco advert isi ngas a "matter off ree enterprise and free speech," and stated
that the ami-tobacco ad legislation is an "unnecessary intrusion
by Washington."
Clinton campa ign officials,
however, have stated that Dole's
opposition of the legislation is
proof of his financial ties to the
tobacco mdustry.
Dole does, in fact, have ties to
the industry. Philip Morris, the
co mpany that owns Camel
cigareetes, has given Republican
party committees $3.4 million in
this election cycle(more than anyone else), according to the Center
for Responsive Politics,.
The reason for the industry's
support of political candidates

deals with federal tobacco policy.
Decisions in Washington can
mean billio ns of dollars won or
lost for the tobacco industry. The
industry has responded by becoming one of the nations most generous sources of political money in
their ho
r winnin
r
ernment officials.
lt can then be asked why the
tobacco compa nies don't try to
win over the Democrats byway of
funding. The answer is that they
·did up until 1990 when a major
change took place. The states with
finan cial interest in tobacco began electing Republicans, not
Democrats, to Congress. The GOP,
in wrn, became more tobacco-

0

the Republicans to say that they
are tobacco industry-tolerant and
then say that it is alright because
the Democrats are too, only to a
lesser degree.
The only real course of action
for Dole now is to try and turn the
attention of the voters towards
other issues and to hope that the
cloud of sta le smoke created by
the tobacco issue will diss ipate.
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Tracy Wilkinson
Times
SARAJEVO, Under the watch
of heavily armed NATO troops,
Bosnians voted Saturday in chaotic but relatively peaceful elections that will shape the future of
thisethnically rivencountryand
the role of its international custodians.
Tens of thousands of war survivors crossed the Drina River
from Yugoslavia, walked to polls
or were bused to territory controlled by thei r wartime enemies
to vote behind barbed wire, in artillery-pocked schoolhouses, in a
rock quarry and, in one case, on
the edge of a minefield.
But showing the mistrust and
s uspicion thl!.t linger, a lower than-expected number of refugees
dared to cross the ethnic lines that
Q1996 Los Angeles

divide Bosnia-Herzegovina, and
thosewhodid were stunned to find
they were not a Ilowed to return to
the homes from which they were
expelled during the 3-year war.
Despite upbeat assessments
from U.S. officials, the flawed elections underscore the division that
haunts Bosnia. Theseelectionsalso
bode ill for a future reintegration
that U.S. sponsors of the flagging
peace process hope will prevent
renewed fighting.
In an immediate setback, the
party of Bosnia's Muslim-led governmentannounced late Saturday
that it will refuse to recognize results in the Bosnian Serb half of
the country. The protest casts further doubt on the level of cooperation that will ex:ist among Muslim, Croa tian and Serbian leaders
who must co-govern in a three-

ATM users: Beware
Mike Gildea
Staff Reporter

Today, bank c ustomersare finding that goi ng to an Automatic
TellerMachinemaynot be the convenience it once was, due to the
growing tendency of banks to
charge non-customer AIM fees.
The claim of free delivery and
instillationof ATM cash must now
be modified with the phrase 'as
long as it's the correct machine.'
The recentadditionof non-c ustomer bank imposed fees or surcharges requires careful bank selection for ATM service. With fees
now arriving from other banks,
choosing a bank becomes essential in prevention of double ATM
fees. They can arise rom your
original bank and the ATM of the
bank utilized, said Susan
Pe llettiere, Branch Manager of
Ohio Bank and a 1986 john Carroll University graduate.
lf a customer makes a withdrawal from an ATM of another
bank, a fee could be charged. This
is a new fee imposed by the bank
that one uses for a withdrawal and
could range anywhere from $.50
to $1.50, said Pellettiere. And , it is
also the latest frustration for those
who bank often through ATMs.
"I th.ink that it is ridiculous to
pay money to get your money, •
said junior Alex:ia Kapeluck.

This approach to banking
hurts the banks that do not charge
AIM fees for ~ustomers using another bank's ATM. ATM se rvice
without fees oftentimes is a big
se lling feature when one chooses
a bank ,said Pelettiere. However, of
the banks adding these new service charges, "There are some
banks that will charge less on
overall fees," said Pellettiere. This
is most likely done in an attempt
to make their bank lookasgoodas
possible and "help' the customer
to overlook the ATM charges.
While some banks are charging non-customer fees on ATMs,
other banks have taken the more
user- friendly approac h. Banks
·
arui aciona
City Bank have chosen not to
charge non-customer ATM fees .
When ATMs first entered the
scene, there was a strong push by
banks to encourage customers to
use the ATM machines. ATMs were
originally billed as the easy approach to banking and quickly
became accepted.
Thisideaisalsoechoed by students who now use ATM cards for
everyday banking. "I do most of
my banking through my ATM
card," said Kapeluck. But, because
of the new charges, withdrawing
dollars from some ATMs no longer
seems to make much 'cents.'

AIDS is rtow the leading cause of
death in America among people
ages 25 to 44. Don't stand for it
.... WALK.

11E 1996 AIDS WALK
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Bosnians vote in first election since war, upheaval began
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For more information,
contact the Student
life Office 397-4401

person presidency and a mixed
legislature elected in Saturday's
vote.
"Irregularities and the lack of
the necessary conditions for free
and fair elections (reqmred m the
U.S.-brokered agreement that
stopped the war) have deceitfully
flawed the vote," satd the Party of
Democratic Action, which is led
by President Alija lzet begovic.
Indeed , a raft of procedural
problems, glitches and severe delays dogged Saturday's vote more
than bloodshed to the surprise of
NATO commanders whose troops
patrolled and protected the proceedings.
Robert Frowick, the U.S. diplomat in charge of supervising the
elections, reported a turnout of between 60-70 percent, but only
20,000 people crossed into
Republika Srpska, as the Serbian
half of the country is called, from
the section controlled by the Muslim -Croatfederation .About 4,000
went the other way, he said .
Asked about the ref usa! of
lzet begovi c's party to recognize
the results in Republika Srpska,
Frowicksaid it was uptohisOrga·
nization for Sec urity and Cooperation in Europe to certify the
results.
As for the troops safeguarding
the voting, "it's been kind of an
anticlimactic day," U.S. Army CoL
john Batiste said, expressing relief . Turnout "is less than I expected. I really don't understand
it."
Ibrahim Hodzic, whose two
sons are still missing from the fall
of Srebrenica, was among the 35
Muslim refugees who were bused
put

BosnianSerbelectionofficial handling Hodzic's vote, said he was
thankful the Muslims he regards
as enemies were there to vote but
not to stay.
•If I thought they were going to
stay, I would be upset," he said. ·r
saw lO people I knew (among the
Muslims who arrived to vote), but
I dtd not talk to them. They killed
my brother and waged war against
us." he added.
International election organizers, acquiescing to a Bosnian Serb
initiative co-signed by the Muslim-led government, for the most
part prevented Muslim refugees
from returning home and instead
shuttled them to designated poll ing stations some distance from
their villages.
A pollmgstation forSrebrenica
refugees, for exam pie, was 1ocated
about six miles south of the Serboccupied city. Only one Muslim
had ventured there to vote by late
afternoon and was jeered by
Bosnian Serb police, according to
U.N. officials .
RadovanKaradzic,theBosnian
Serb leader who has been indicted
on war crimes charges, voted in
his stronghold of Pale, U.N. officialssaid. Despiteaninternational
arrest warrantagainst him, heevidently was not approached by
NATO or other international authorities.
Near the hard-line Bosnian
Serb city of Zvornik,dozensof be wildered and angry Muslim refugees were bused to a stark rock
quarry and requ ired to vote inside
two U.S. Army tents pitched on a
muddy roadside.
Za ha Hodzic,a Muslim refugee

&o

the quarry 100 yards from her
childhood horne.
"I'm afraid to go farther," she
said, eyeing the Bosnian Serb police who stood between her and
the road and were posted along a
ridge overlooking the sheer-faced
quarry. "I had hoped at least to
breat.he the air of my homeland ."
BosnianSerbrefugeesalsowere
finding election day to be a tiresome exercise in manipulation.
About 40,000 Serbs who live in
neighboring Yugoslavia were
bused to cities in eastern Bosnia to
vote, sometimes to cities they had
never lived m but where their votes
would help solidify Bosnian Serb
control.
Saturday'selectJon was Bosnia's
first since a 1992 referendum on
secession from the disintegrating
Yugoslav federation plunged the
country m to a war that claimed
250,000 lives, displaced more than
2 million people, and introduced
th e term "ethnic cleansing" into
the world lexicon. All of the same
nationalist parties that marched
Bosnia into tragedy then are expected to win in Saturday's voting~
Among the most serious election violations reported were the
sroningand turning back of refugee buses ina handful of cases; the
hand-grenade auack on an election official in a Muslim town in
western Bosnia, and the refusal of
Serbs to open a polling station at
the Kopace facwry nearthe Muslim enclave of orazd .
Perhaps the biggest technical
problem was 1he mabili t y of many
voters to find their nameson voterregistrat ion lists, which ca used
huge line and de\ays in som

or ng

ing site. "I just want them (the
Serbs) to let us come back," the 64year-old said, weeping.
But Milorad Jovanovic , a

oiiH~~~rfli'JIII'!fll
• ....o;;;~~

rended late Satu rday at about 100
sites because many people wer
prevented from casting ballots.
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Candidates' tobacco links questioned
Joe Wholle

opposes the anti-ad legislation is
because he believes states should
be the ones to regulate tobacco
ad vert ising.
Dole told media members last
week that he regards tobacco advertisingasa "matter of free enterprise and free speech," and stated
that the anti-tobacco ad legislation is an "unnecessary intrusion
by Washington."
Clinton campaign officials,
however, have stated that Dole's
opposition of the legislation is
proof of his financial ties to the
tobacco industry.
Dole does, in fact, have ties to
the industry. Philip Morris, the
company that owns Camel
cigareetes, has given Republican
party committees $3.4 million in
thiselection cycle (more than anyone else), according to the Center
for Responsive Politics,
The reason for the industry's
support of political candidates

friendly, and began opposing
regulation of the indusuy with
The Democrats have managed
more vigor. The Democrats beto make tobaccoasurprisingly btg
came
increasingly
more
issue this election year, attacking
beligerent.
presidential candidate Bob Dole
While recently the tobacco
for his links w the tobacco induscompanies have not been on good
U.S. appears to have backed away from Iraq
try.
terms with the Democrats, they
In recent days, the U.S. has appeared to back away from offenstill have provided considerable
sive strikes on Iraq. The tensionsapparentl y cooled a[ ter Baghdad
funding to the party this year.
announced it wouldstopfiringatallied warplanes patrolling the
News Analysis
Philip Morris has given the Demonew no fly zones in southern and north~rn Iraq. The U.S. suscratic party $484,000 so far this
pended plans to send several thousand more troops to Kuwait
cycle, already surpassing its total
after the emirate refused perm1ssion, though only temporarily,
The Democrats' focus on Dole's
for 1994.
Clinton said. By midweek, the US. will have enough forces and
ties to the tobacco industry has
Funding is not the only tie the
technology in the gulf region to stop any Iraqi troop movements.
intensified during the past three
Democrats have to the industry.
months. The focus was initiated
The Democrats are also helping
Space shuttle Atlantis to retrieve astronaut
after he opposed legislation callthe industry build future markets
The space shuttle Atlantis blasted off Monday morning to
ing for a stepped up role for the
in other countries. The Clinton
retrieve astronaut Shannon Lucid from Mir, the Russian space
Food and Drug Administration in
administration has treated tostation. Lucid should have returned in early August, but that
restricting tobacco ads. The legisbacco as it treats any other agrimission was delayed due ro hurricanes and booster rocket problation was proposed last year by
cultural export. ln fact, with the
lems. By the lime she lands, Lucid will have spent 188 days in
Clinton to curb teenage smoking
help of United States trade negospace, setting a US. record.
through bans on ads that target
tiawrs, Philip Morris earned $3.5
kids.
billion in profits from tobacco exExperimental AIDS drug to be given out
Dole's link to the tobacco inports last year. While RepubliAgouron Pharmaceuticals is planning a program to give away
dustry
was
cans are defending
its experimental AlDS drug. Viracept:, to people who have exbrought to the atthe
tobacco
haust:«! treatments with similar protease-inhibitor drugs.
tention of televi- It would be a weak charge for the
industry's interests
sion viewers after a
in the U.S.,theDemolllegal immigration bill may get sidetracked
Clinton campaign Republicans to say that they are
crats are helping it
A bill to curb illegal immigration may be derailed because of
ad attacking Dole's
build future markets
presidential candidate Bob Dole's insistence that it contain an
ties was released.
in other countries.
tobacco industry-tolerant and
amendment allowing states to deny schooling to children of
The ad shows
Many may wonimmigrant workers Senate Democrats vow to filibuster the bill if
three
children
der why the Repubthen say that it is alright because licans have not yet
it emerges from conference with the amendment intact, and
awkwardly passClinton is threatening to veto it.
ing around cigacalled the Democrats
the Democrats are too..•
rettes while the
hypocrites. The fact
North Korea promoting free trade
narrator declares
is, the Republicans
China, wary of potential problems from North Korea's failing
"One will die from the habit." The deals with federa l tobacco policy. are in a toug h position . Even
economy, is encouragingChinese business people in China, Hong
narrator then states that Dole is Decisions in Washington can though the Democrats have reKong and elsewhere to support this ailing communist state with
against legislation to restrict ad- mean billions of dollars won or ceived support from the tobacco
trade and inve tment. Yesterday, North Korea announced comvertisements of tobacco products, lost for the tobacco industry. The industry and although they supmitments and signed contracts valued at nearly $300 million
and suggests that Dole valuescor - industry has responded by becom- port the industry's exporting
(largely from Chinese and overseas Chinese companies) to deporate profits over the health of ing one of the nations most gener- needs, the Republicans have no
velop a free trade and investment zone. The purpose of th1s is to
America's youth.
ous sources of political money in way to address this.
be\p rewne yea~ of econmn\c decay in North Korea.
Nelson Warfi ld, Dole's press th lr ho
of winnin ov r
secretary, told the media that "Bob ernment officials.
the Republicans to say that they
World Briefs were compiled by Kristen Schneidler, Int. News&
Dole has never supported tobacco
It can then be asked why the are tobacco industry-tolerant and
Business Editor; and]oe Who/ley, Staff Reporter; with the aid of
ads that target kids," and th en tobacco companies don't try to then say that it is alright because
wire 10urces.
pointed our that the reason Dole win overt he Democrats by way of the Democrats are too, only to a
funding. The answer is that they lesser degree.
·did up until 1990 when a major
The only real course of action
change took place. The states with for Dole now is to try and turn the
financial interest in tobacco be- attention of the voters towards
1996
gan electing Republicans, not other issues and tO hope that the
Democrats, to Congress. The GOP, cloud of stale smoke created by
$9,000-$12,800 ARMY SCHOLARSHIPS
in turn, became more tobacco- the tobacco issue will dissipate.
Staff Reporter

WINNERS
CHRIS rm.ITTON
DARYL CLEVELAND
ROY COOPER
JOliN Ol JOAN
JASON GENER
TINA KEARNS
JIM LUCKO
DAN MURRAY
SCOTT SCI lUSTER
PHILLIP WZlll.O
ANDREW MORGAN
CIIRI. !MES
JON POWERS

TOM CLARK
KEITt I COCKRELL
JAMES CUMSTON
MONICA GARCIA
JOS£IlJA I IAMJLITON
MATT KJ .lJS
BRAD LADD
NICOLE SCIIIRO
MELANIE SCIIIPPITKA
THERESA AODNER
ROCHELLE SCHWARZ
ROGER MANSON
TERRY SULLIVAN

ARMY ROTC SALtJ'ID OUR SCHOlARSHIP WINNERS.
Every year Army ROTC
books, lab fees and an allowawards thousands of meritance up to $1500/year. But
based scholarships to qualified
more than that, Army ROTC is
students around the counone course that develops
try and right here in your ~ your leadership abilities
school. These scholarships
and confidence, qualities
pay most tuition, as well as
that lead to success.
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Tracy Wilkinson
IC>1996los Angeles Times
SARAJEVO, Under the watch
of heavily armed NATO troops,
Bosnians voted Saturday in chaotic but relatively peaceful elections that will shape the future of
th1s ethnically riven country and
the role of its international custodians.
Tens of thousands of war survivors crossed the Drina River
from Yugoslavia, walked to polls
or were bused to territory controlled by their wartime enemies
to vote behind barbed wire, in artillery-pocked school houses, in a
rock quarry and, in one case, on
the edge of a mmefield.
But showing the mistrust and
suspicion th:tt linger, a lowerthan-expected number of refugees
dared to cross theethniclinesthat

divide Bosnia-Herzegovina, and
those who did were stunned to find
they were not allowed to return to
the homes from which they were
expelled during the 3-year war.
Despite upbeat assessments
from U.Sofficials,theflawedelections underscore the division that
haunts Bosnia.These electionsalso
bode ill for a future reintegration
that U.S. sponsors of the flagging
peace process hope will prevem
renewed fighting.
In an immediate setback, the
party of Bosnia's Muslim-led governmentan nounced late Saturday
that it will refuse to recognize results in the Bosnian Serb half of
the country. The protest casts furtherdoubton thelevelof cooperation that will exist among Muslim, Croatian and Serbian leaders
who must co-govern in a three-

ATM users: Beware
Mike Gildea
Staff Reporter

Today,bankcustomersarefinding that going to an Automatic
TellerMac hinemay not be the convenience it once was, due to the
growing tendency of banks to
charge non-customer ATM fees .
The claim off ree delivery and
instillationof ATMcashmustnow
be modified with the phrase 'as
long as it's the correct machine.'
The recentadditionof non -c ustomer bank imposed fees or surcharges requires careful bank selection for ATM service. With fees
now arriving from other banks,
choosing a bank becomes essential in prevention of double ATM
fees. They can arise from )'Our
original bank and the ATMof the
bank utilized, said Susan
Pellettiere, Branch Manager of
Ohio Bank and a 1986 john Carroll Un iversity graduate.
If a customer makes a wit hdrawal from an ATM of another
bank, a fee could be charged. This
is a new fee imposed by the bank
thatone uses fora withdrawal and
could range anywhere from $.50
to $1.50, said Pellettiere. And, it is
also the latest frus tration for those
who bank often through ATMs.
"I think that it is ridiculous to
pay money to get your money, "
said junior Alexia Kapeluck.

This approach to banking
hurts the banks that do not charge
ATM fees for ~ustomers using another bank's ATM. ATM service
without fees oftentimes is a big
selling feature when one chooses
a bank,said Pelettiere.However, of
the banks adding these new service charges, "There are some
banks that will charge less on
overall fees," said Pellettiere. This
is most likely done in an attempt
to make their bank look as good as
possible and "help" the customer
to overlook the ATM charges.
While some banks are charging non-customer fees on ATMs,
other banks have taken the more
user-friendly approach. Banks
s
.
and Na~W:·liW
City Bank have chosen not to
charge non-customer ATM fees.
When ATMs first entered the
scene, there was a strong push by
banks to encourage customers to
use theATM machines. ATMswere
originally billed as the easy approach to banking and quickly
became accepted.
This idea is also echoed by students who now use ATM cards for
everyday banking. "I do most of
my banking through my ATM
card,"said Kapeluck. But, because
of the new charges, withdrawing
dollars from some ATMs no longer
seems to make much "cents."

AIDS is rtow the leading cause of
death in America among people
ages 25 to 44. Don't stand for it
.... WALK.
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Bosnians vote in first election since war, upheaval began
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For more information,
contact the Student
life Office 397-4401

person presidency and a mixed
legislature elected in Saturday's
vote.
"Irregularities and the lack of
the necessary conditions for free
and fair elections (required in the
U.S.-brokered agreement that
stopped the war) have deceitfully
flawed the vote," said the Party of
Democratic Action, which is led
by President Alija lzet bego vic.
Indeed, a raft of procedural
problems, glitches and severe delays dogged Saturday's vote more
than bloodshed to the surprise of
NATO commanders whose troops
patrolled and protected the proceedings.
Robert Frowick, the U.S diplomat in charge of supervising the
elections, reported a turnout of between 60-70 percent, but only
20,000 people crossed into
Republika Srpska, as the Serbian
half of the country is called, from
the section controlled by the Muslim-Croat federation. About 4,000
went the other way, he said.
Asked about the refusal of
lzet begovic's party to recognize
the results in Republika Srpska,
Frowicksaid it was up to hisOrganization for Security and Cooperation in Europe to certify the
results.
As for the troops safeguarding
the voting, "it's been kind of an
anticlimactic day," U.S. Army Col.
John Batiste said, expressing relief. Turnout "is less than I expected. I really don't understand
it."
Ibrahim Hodzic, whose two
sons are still missing from the fall
of Srebrenica, was among the 35
Muslim refugees who were bused

w

pll6&

ing site. "I just want them (the
Serbs) to let us come back," the 64year-old said, weeping.
But Milorad Jovanovic , a

BosnianSerbelection official handling Hodzic's vote, said he was
thankful the Muslims he regards
as enemies were there to vote but
not to stay
•If I thought they were going to
stay, I would be upset," he said. "I
saw 10 people I knew (among the
Muslims who arrived to vote), but
1dtd not talk tot hem. They killed
my brother and waged war against
us," he added.
Inter nationa I election orga nizers, acquiescing to a Bosnian Serb
initiative co-signed by the Muslim-led government, for the most
part prevented Muslnn refugees
from returning home and instead
shuttled them to designated polling stations some distance from
their villages.
A polHngstation forSrebrenica
refugees, for example, was located
about six miles south of the Serboccupied city. Only one Muslim
had ventured there to vote by late
afternoon and was jeered by
Bosnian Serb police, according to
U. . offtcials.
Radova n Karadzic, the Bosnian
Serb leader who has been indicted
on war crimes charges, voted in
his stronghold of Pale, U.N. officialssaid. Despite an international
arrest warrant against him,heevidently was not approached by
NATO or other international authorities.
Near the hard -line Bosnian
Serb city of Zvornik,dozensof be
wildered and angry Mushm refugees were bused ro a stark rock
quarry and required to vote inside
two U.S. Army tents pitched on a
muddy roadside.
Zaha Hodzi c,a Muslim rt>fuget>

the quarry 100 yards from her
childhood home.
"I'm afraid to go farther," she
said, eyeing the Bosnian Serb police who stood between her and
the road and were posted along a
ridge overlooking the sheer-faced
quarry. "I had hoped at least to
breathe the air of my homeland."
Bosnian Serb refugeesa lso were
finding election day to be a tiresome exercise in manipulation.
About 40,000 Serbs who live in
neighboring Yugoslavia were
bused to cities in eastern Bosnia to
vote, someti mcs 10 cities they had
never lived in but wherethe1r votes
would help solidify Bosnian Serb
control.
Saturday'selection was Bosnia's
first since a 1992 referendum on
secession from the disintegrating
Yugoslav federation plunged the
country mto a war that claimed
250,000 lives, displaced more than
2 million people, and introduced
the term "ethnic cleansing" into
the world lexicon A11 of the same
nationalist parttes that marched
Bosnia into tragedy then are expected to win in Saturday's voting.
Among the most serious election violations reported were the
stoning and turning back of refugee buses in a handful of cases; the
hand-grenade auack on an election official in a Muslim town in
western Bosnia, and the refusal of
rbs to open a polling station at
the Kopace facrory near the Mushm enclave of Gorazde.
Perhaps the biggest technical
problem wasthemabihtyof many
voterstofindtheirnameson voterregistration lists, which caused
huge lmes and delays m some

ot

ou

tended late Saturday at about 100
sites because many people were
prevented from casting ballots
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Staff Reporter
It's time again w put away the bikinis
and shonsandgetout the sweats and jeans.
Fall and winter are quickly coming which
means no more long summer wa lks,swim mingat the beach orin-lineskatingaround
campus. Sohowdoesonego aboutkeeping
off unwanredpoundswhen it's toocold
to exercise outside?
According to CQ Research ,
"people tend to gain weight
when the weather gets
colder because they
lose their am bition to exercise."
Y e t
this is the
time when
it is important to continue to take care
of the body, even if one can hide it under a
big sweatshirt.
Freshman Debbie Paganoexplained that
during the summer one wears less clothes
and is more conscientious about how one
looks. Pagano said, "I'm not too worried
about my weight. I don't diet. Ijust try to eat
rig ht and always exercise."
In order to keep off those extra pounds,
however, most people tend wdiet. Unfortunately, there are numerous diets that can be
hazardous to your health.
Liquid diets, appetite suppressants and
skipping mealsaref requent methods of losing weight or keeping off weight. These
methods also have a high failure rate and
can be traumatic to your health.
"People tend to be aware of the wrong
kind of dletin ,"saidKath La~. the head
coach for john Carroll Un iversiry woma n's
cross country a nd track teams. Lanese also
has a degree in therapeutic nutrition.
"I don't believe that dieting is good for

Year: Junior
Major: Communications
Favorite television program: I
like Seinfeld.

If you could be a superhero,
who would you be?: Batman,
because I wanted to be him ever
since I was a child.
Favorite beverage: A red cherry
slushie

If you could date any famous
person, who would you pick?:
Jenny McCarthy-who wouldn 't want
to pick her?

If you had to choose between
money, love and power, what
would you choose!: I would want
them all because that 1s what
prosperity is to me .

What was your favorite
memory from this summer?:
"There are too many memories to
choose from . I JUSt turned 2 I and 1t
was the best summer of my life .

Beam balances jobs from

you. Everyone just needs to ea t a healthy
balance and exercise and they should be
fine," she said.
Lanese said that people need to realize
that everyone's body is different. "Not everyone is going w need w eat the same,"
Lanese said.
It is difficult,
especially in college , to not be
concerned
with weight
because it di rectly affects
one's appearance. Pagano
said, "I see other people who are built
differently than me and I want to look
like them:
Low self -esteem and society'sadoration of thin people are two major
reasons people opt to diet
Sophomore Amy McKinnis explained another reason she feels it is difficult to keep a constant we ight with which
one is happy. "Even though the cafeteria
provides a list of the calories and fats in
food, it is still tempting w eat other things
that taste good, like French fries and cook-

Elizabeth Perri
Staff Reporter
What are your plans for Monday, Sept.
23? To some, the day might be spent washing clothes, doing homework or just relaxing. However, for others this day holds a
greater importance.
September 23 is Yom Kippur, the tenth
and final day o£ Sukkot. Sukkot began
wit h Ros h Hashana, the j ewi h ew ear.
These two days, the fi rst and last of the
Sukkot, are known as "The Days of Awe."
The Sukkot is observed to cleanse the
jewish people of their sins and to give them
anopportunityroask for
God's forgiveness. This
time is also spent reflecting on the meaning of
life in a personal realm.
Rosh Hashan a or
"head of the year " is
comparable to t h e
gentile's New Year's Day.
According to the Talmud, a guide of jewish
rules. Rosh Hashana is
the "Day of judgment"
From this day until Yom
Kippur, all of mankind
is judged for the fortunes
that will be yield ed during the upcoming year.
Yom Kippur is one of
five j ewish holidays on

Jerry Bayes

1novie to follow

ies," she said.
One of the biggest concerns that freshmen seem to have,especiallyamong women,
is gaining the dreaded "Freshmen Fifteen."
The best way to keep from gaining the
extra weight, according to CQ Research, is
to be smart about what and when one eats,
and also to exercise properly. "The prevalence of problematic eating behaviors is an
issue about which most people need to be
educated about. You cannot just starve yourself and expect the weight to come off and
stay off forever."
Lanese said that it is also important to
remember that the brain needs food to perform well academically.
"If you don't have good carbohydrates it
is going to make you lethargic and then you
just won't do as good in school or athletics,"
she said.
So when the time comes to put on the
baggy clothes and put away the swimsuits,
don't just forget about exercising and decide to start a new diet.
Be sure to take advantage of the cardiovascular and weight rooms, the indoor
track, and the numerous intramural activities that are available on cam pus. It may be
an uplifting experience!

Day of atonement celebrated

Come and enjou the
music of ...
Guitarist

September 21
0-10 pm. in
the Wolf N Pot

which labor is not permitted, cooking excluded. Yom Kippur literally means the
day of "atonement," which in the biblical
sensemeans"covering up,purgingand wiping off."
It is also referred to as "the great fast day,"
as fasting must occur the night before as
well as on Yom Kippur.
The~ ·

peop e o the ~J,iJ
ew~is~~co!!Jm~m~u~n~i~ty~r~ec~e~I!iJve~---:;::;:::;;
special blessings from their elders.
john Carroll University alumnus and
Moreland Hills resident Harry J. Abraham
'69,se rves as president of the B'naijeshurun
Congregation. He said, 1Yom Kippur] is
about where you've been and [where you]
aregoingand asking for forgiveness between
you and God ; [forgiveness] not just for you,
but for the whole community."
' To me personally, Yom Kippur is a time
when wehaveour services ...from sunrise to
sunset. It's been a day to think about the
things that have happened- good and badand realize reality,' said A braham.
Abraham also said that fasting is a way
by which the j ewish peoplecangainasense
of respect for the actions of their ancestors.
'When it's noon and you're hungry, you'll be
able to appreciate it,' he said.
'It's about how you make the day. You
[go through the day] with you and the congregation,' said Abraham. He expects3000
people to gather in prayer at the synagogue
on Yom Kippur
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Lisa Marie Stlckan

dio that ljustlove. Eve rybody has
their own cerra in radio shows and
"It's Thursday night and yo ur ever ybody has fun doing them."
lis te ning to Oxymoronic Pa radox
The wo rk tha t Beam d id at
on W ~C 88. 7 wi th Laura Ford ... " W UJC influenced her dec ision w
Turn up Ll •.:: radio and relax come to JCU a nd sh e has si nce
w hi le se ni or communic at ions do ne a variety of forma ts on-air
m .qor Laura tle am (1-'ord is a stage such as a n80'sshowand ta lkshow.
name) spins so me COs on what
"The SO's show was the most
she call s an "alt ernative light" ra- fun to do but after three years of
dio show. But Beam doesn 't stop doing it, there was nothing new
there. She is c urrently interning left to do," said Beam. 1It] did get
at WENZ 107.9. "The End."
the most requ ests but the talk
Beam 's radio careeratjohnCar- show format is more flexible and
roll Uni versity began when she since it is not structured by the
was a senior at Charles F. Brush music , it allows for more creativity," she said.
Cur re n tl y ,
Beam can be hea rd
~'There
on
Thursdays
fr o m 10 p.m . w
midnight doing a
mellow-alterna tive music show.
The hardest
competition Beam
faces on Thursday
night is one of the
most
popular
s hows on television: ER. "Mos!ly
Laura Beam
on Thursdays, !get
a lot of ca r phones
call in g in reHigh School in Lyndhu rs t, Oh10.
que sts," Beam said.
"One aft ernoon a week I got to
Besides her radi o s how at
work atjCU's radio station and I WUJC, Beam is both the operawas hooked on the job," said Beam. tions manager, w hie h en tails run"There is something about the ra- ning the day to day ope rations, and
Staff Reporte• -

=:.:..:__ _ __

is something

about the radio that I just
love. Everybody has their
own certain radio shows
and everybody has fun
doing them."

the pr oduction direc tor, wh o class load a nd working a t a v1deo e nd as well as deal with the unworks with other Djs on promo- store ca used Bea m to burn o ut by usual people w ho call the station
tional activities.
summertime.
at 4 a. m.
Workingata colleges tation has
However, with in two weeks she
After gradua tion, Beam wou ld
prepared Beam for the pressures of was bored and sent out a uditio n like tostay in the radio business. "I
a commercial station, but differ- tapes once again. "The End" was want to be a OJ ," said Beam. "I
ences are apparent.
one of the stations tha t accepted would love to smy in Cleveland or
"!At The End'], I am told when her application.
work in Chi cago or Toronto "
to talk and whattoplay,"saidBeam.
Beam accepted the position Beam'sidealjob would be to work
"At JCU, within limits, you have due to the positive expenence of at the adult contemporary sta·
more choices."
her previous work there. Now, if tion WLTFQ104wirh popular OJ
Beam's internsh ip with "The any of rhe other Djs call 1n sick, Larry Morrow.
End" began with a lot of footwork. Beam is the first one the station
Whether Beam is broadcastShe called ma ny st a tion s a nd calls to fill in.
ing on WUJ or The End , he 1s
asked if they needed inte rns. he
Bemg a Dj a1 "The Fnd" has popular with hst ncrs and is n
worked at the station last semester perks and disadvantages. Beam the [ast track to suLCC!>:i In a dtH ,_
as a morning show intern a nd was has h ad the o pport unity to meet c ult f1e\d.
on-air at 3:30a.m.
celebrities such as jewel and Del
Edito1 'sNote:Maria Trivisonno,
Having such late hours, work- Amitri but she also has to work Assistant Featu resEdiLo r,cont ribing at WUJC, carrying a full-time the late night sh1ft on the week- uted to this article.
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Staff Reporter

It's time again to put away the bikinis
and shortsandgetout thesweatsandjeans.
Fall and winter are quickly coming which
means no more long summer walks, swimmingat the beach or in-lineskatingaround
campus. So how does one go about keeping
off unwanted poundswhenit's toocold
to exercise outside?
Accordtng to CQ Research,
"people tend to gain weight
when the weather gets
colder because they
lose their ambition to exercise.·
Ye t
this is the
time when
it is important to continue to take care
of the body, even if one can hide it under a
big sweatshirt.
Freshman Debbie Pagano explained that
during the summer one wears less clothes
and is more conscientious about how one
looks. Pagano said, "I'm not too worried
about mywe ighL I don't diet, I just try to eat
right and always exercise."
In order to keep off those extra pounds,
however, most people tend to diet. Unfortunately,therearenumerousdiets that can be
hazardous to your health.
Liquid diets, appetite suppressants and
skipping meals are£ requent methods of losing weight or keeping off weight. These
methods also have a high failure rate and
can be traumatic to your health.
"People tend to be aware of the wrong
kind of dietin ,"saidl<athylanese,thehead
coach for John Carroll Universny woman 's
c ross country and track teams. Lanese also
has a degree in therapeutic nutrition.
"\ don't believe that dieting is good for

Year: Junior

Major: Communications
Favorite television provam: I
like Sein(eld.

If you could be a superhero,
who would you be?: Batman,
because I wanted to be him ever
since I was a child.
Favorite beverage: A red cherry
slush1e

If you could date any famous
person, who would you pick?:
jenny McCarthy-who wouldn't want
to pick her?

If you had to choose between
money, love and power, what
would you choose?: I would want
them all because that is what
prospenty is to me.

What was your favorite
memory from this summer?:
There are too many memories to
choose from. I JUSt turned 2 I and •t

was the best summer of my life.

Beam balances jobs from

you. Everyone just needs to eat a healthy
balance and exercise and they should be
fine," she said.
Lanese said that people need to realize
that everyone's body is different. "Not everyone is going to need to eat the same,"
Lanese said.
It is difficult,
especially in college, to not be
concerned
with weight
because it di rectly affects
one's appearance. Pagano
said, "I see other people who are built
differently than me and I want to look
like them."
Low self -esteem andsociety'sadoration of thin people are two major
reasons people opt to diet.
Sophomore Amy McKinnis explained another reason she feels it is difficult to keep a constant weight with which
one is happy. "Even though the cafeteria
provides a list of the calories and fats in
food, it is still tempting to eat other things
that taste good, like French fries and cook-

ies," she said.
One of the biggest concerns that freshmen seem to have,especiallyamong women,
is gaining the dreaded "Freshmen Fifteen."
The best way to keep from gaining the
extra weight, according to CQ Research, is
to be smart about what and when one eats,
and also to exercise properly. "The prevalence of problematic eating behaviors is an
issue about which most people need to be
educated about. You cannot just starve yourself and expect the weight to come off and
stay off forever."
Lanese said that it is also important to
remember that the brain needs food to perform well academically.
"If you don't have good carbohydrates it
isgoi ng to make you lethargic and then you
just won't do as good in school or athletics,"
she said.
So when the time comes to put on the
baggy clothes and put away the swimsuits,
don't just forget about exercising and decide to start a new diet.
Be sure to take advantage of the cardiovascular and weight rooms, the indoor
track, and the numerous intramural activities that are available on campus. lt may be
an uplifting experience!

Day of atonement celebrated
Blzabeth Perri
Staff Reporter

What are your plans for Monday, Sept.
237 To some, the day might be spent washing clothes, doing homework or just relaxing. However, for others this day holds a
greater importa nce.
September 23 is Yom Kippur, the tenth
and flnal day of Sukkot. Sukkot began
wi h Rosh Ha shana, th e j ewish e Year
These two days, the first and last of the
Sukkot, are known as "T he Days of Awe."
The Sukkot is observed to cleanse the
jewish people of their sins and to give them
an opportunity to ask for
God's forgiveness. This
time isalsospent reflecting on the meaning of
life in a personal realm_
Ros h Hashana or
"head of the year" is
com parable to the
gentile's New Year's Day.
According to the Talmud, a guide of jewish
rules, Rosh Hashana is
the "Day of Judgment."
From this day until Yom
Kippur, all of mankind
is judged for the fortunes
that will be yielded during the upcoming year.
Yom Kippur is one of
five jewish holidays on

Come and enjou the
music of ...
Guit{Jrist

Jerry Bayes

which labor is not permitted, cooking excluded. Yom Kippur literally means the
day of "atonement," which in the biblical
sense means "covering up, purging and wiping off."
It is also referred to as "t he great fast day,"
as fast ing must occur the night before as
well as on Yom Kippur.

Theholi

.

people o the Jewis commun ity receive
special blessings from their elders.
john Carroll University alumnus and
Moreland Hills resident Harry j. Abraham
'69,servesas president of the B'naijeshurun
Congregation. He said, 1Yom Kippur] is
about where you've been and [where you]
aregoingand askingfor forgiveness between
you and God ; [forgiveness] not just for you,
but for the whole comm uni ty."
"To me personally, Yom Kippur is a time
when we have our services ..J rom sunrise to
sunset. It's been a day to think about the
things that have happened- good and badand realize reality." said Abraham.
A braham also said that fasting is a way
by which the jewish peoplecangain a sense
of respect for the actions of their ancestors.
'When it's noon and you're hungry,you'll be
able to appreciate it," he said.
' It's about how you make the day. You
Igo through the day] with you and the congregation," said Abraham. He expects3000
people to gather in prayer at the synagogue
on Yom Kippur.

J,eY~'
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clio that ljust love. Everybody has
their owncenatn rad ioshows and
"It's Thursday night and your everybody has fun doing them."
listening to Oxymoronic Paradox
The work that Beam did at
on WUJC 88.7 with Laura Ford .." WUJC influenced her decision to
Turn up Ll.e radio and relax come to jCU and she has since
while senior commumcations done a variety of formats on-air
m.qor Laura !:Seam (ford is a stage suchasan80's showandtalkshow.
n,une ) spins some CDs on what
"The 80's show was the most
she calls an "alternative light" ra- fun to do but after three years of
dio show. But Beam doesn 't stop doing it, there was nothing new
there. She is currently interning left to do," said Beam. "!It! did get
at WENZ I07.9, "The End."
the most requests but the talk
Beam'srad10 careeratjohnCar- show format IS more flexible and
roll Universi ty began when she since it is not structured by the
was a senior at Charles F. Brush music, it allows for more creativity," she said.
Currently ,
Beam can be heard
on
Thursdays
from 10 p .m. to
midnight doing a
mellow-alternative music show.
The hardest
competition Beam
faces on Thursday
night is one of the
most
popular
shows on televi sion: ER. "Mostly
Laura Beam
on Thursdays, I get
a lot of car phones
calling in reHig h School in Lyndhurst, Ohio.
quests," Beam said.
"One afternoon a week I got to
Besides he r radio show at
work at JCU's radio station and I WUJC. Beam is both the operawas hooked on the job," said Beam. tions manager, which entails run"There is something about the ra- ningthedaytodayopera tions,and
Staff Report e.
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"There is something
about the radio that /just
love. Everybody has their
own certain radio shows
and everybody has fun
doing them."

the production director, who class load and working at .1 video
works with other Djs on promo- store ca used Beam to burn out by
tional activities.
summertime.
Working at a college station has
However, within twoweeksshe
prepared Beam for the pressures of was bored and sent out audition
a commercial station, but differ- tapes once again. "The End" was
ences are apparent.
one of the stations that accepted
iAt The End'l, 1am told when her application.
rotalkand whattoplay,"saidBeam.
Beam accepted the position
"At JCU, within limits, you have due to the positive experience of
more choices."
her previous work there. Now, if
Beam's internship with "The any of rhe other D)s call in sick,
End" began with a lot of footwork. Beam is the first one the station
She called many stations and ca lis to fill in.
asked if they needed interns. She
Being a DJ a t "The End" has
worked at the station last semester perks and disadvantages. Beam
as a morni ngshow intern and was has had the opportumty to meet
on-air at 3:30a.m.
celebrities such as jewel and Del
Having such late hours, work- Amitri but she also has to work
ing at WUJC, carrying a full -time the late night shift on the week -

end as well as deal with the un
usual people who call the station
at 4 a.m.
After graduation, Beam would
like tostayin the radio business. "I
wam to be a Dj," sa1d &am. "\
would love rostay 111 Cleveland or
work m Chicago or Toronto."
Beam's ideal job would be to work
at the adult contemporary station WlTFQl04with popular OJ
Larry Morrow.
Whether Beam is broadcasting on WUJ or The End, she is
popular with listeners and \s on
the l<lSllr.lCk \0 SUI:CCSS In a dlf[I
cult f1eld.
Editor's Note: Maria Triv1sonno,

Assistant Feat u resEditor,canrributed to this arllcle.
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Too much Say, not enough play

Coming Attractions

Sisters' memoirs in Havi ng our Say more history lesson than theatre

This weekend, shine up them belt
buckles and two step on over to
•
the Boot Scoot'n Saloon at 38929
Center Ridge Rd. in North Ridgeville for the
second preliminary competition of the
'Marlboro Country Nights Dance Showdown'
Tomorrow, Sept. 19, the dancing kicks off at
8:30p.m. for any cowboys and their cowgirls
who reckon they can take on the best country
dancers in the area and compete for a chance
to travel to the Lonestar state where a
National Championsh1p will be held in
Dallason Nov.22 Clubwinnersreceive$500,
the regional compem10non Oct.ll in Cuyahoga
Falls is worth $1,500,and the bestdancmg twosome
m the country wiII corra la $10,000 prize. Cover charge
is $4 and 'The Boot' can be reached by phone at (216)3530995 for more information.

Joe Kilbane
Staff Reporter

Having Our Say opened Friday,
Sept.l3 behind the strength of the
eighth largest ad va nee ticket sales
of any Cleveland Playhouse show
srnce 1986. The play, written and
directed by Emily Mann, introduces the audience to two African-Americansisters. Both sisters,
Sad1e and Bessie Delaney, are more
than a cemur y old.
Adapted from the memoirs of
the real-life Delaney sisters, the
play is very much like a history
lesson with more comfortable
seats. The cast consists solely of
Sadie (Micki Grant) and Bessie
(Lizan Mitchell), two old maids
who are respectively 103 and 101
years of age.
The sisters invite the audience
to sit down and have some tea.
They spend the rest of the play
tell ingstoriesabout their lives and
ancestors, their recollections ranging from the end of the Civil War
to the Vice Presidency of Dan
Quayle. Each particular tale emphasizes the values that they have
learned and that they feel are important to families today-the imponanceofhelpingothersin need,
education , making the time to
spend with children, and living a
clean Christian life.
In the second act the sisters tell
of theirpersonalstruggles and triumphsoverJim Crow laws,as well
as other forms of segregation, racism and sexism as single AfricanAmerican women in the first half
of the century.

As if we don't already see enough dark skies in •
Cleveland this time of year, now our televisions will
even be mvaded when Dark Skies comes ro NBC at 8
p.m. thisSaturday,Sept. 21. The two-hour premiere will introduce
viewers to a young congressional mvesrigator, played by Eric
Close, whodiscovers an alien presence on earth which has played
d pan in major historical events of the past 40years. So aliens were
involved in the plot to assassinateJFK! Also watch for Suddenly
Susan at 9:30p.m. wmghton NBCaswellas the season premiere of
Lois and Clark Sunday at 8 p.m. on ABC.
Around this time lastyear,Brad Pitt wasmaking.closeto
seven figures while chasing a murderer fixated with the
•
seven deadly sins in, you guessed it, Seven . Th1s year's
bloody fall mov1e award, however, will most likely go to Bruce
Willis for his role as a mysterious loner in New LineCinema'sl.ast
Man Standing, wh1ch 1sopeningat theaterseverywheretomorrow,
Sept. 20. The movie takes place duri ng Prohibition in a border
town named Jeric ho, Texas, where tworivalcrime families war for
control of a lucrative bounty of booze. Check loca l listings for
thea ters and times.

Devo
Adventures of the Smart Patrol
(Discovery)

·Afar-flung netherworld seething with mega-corporate villainy,
rabid techno-science, come-hither
erotic
naughti·
CD Review
ness and
dangerously mutated humor." Intrigued? Then step into the interactive arena of the "Smart Patrol,"
a CD-ROM game with separa te
sound t rack straight from th e
minds of Gerald V. Casale and
Mark Mothersba ugh,foun dersand

Willis is gun-for-hire John Smith in Last Man Standing.

Com111g Att ractrons were com pi led by Sam Su.b1ty. Artwork
by)cf!Kneile. Dates and ti mes are subject to change.

The most interesnng and emo~
tional part of the play ts the third
act when the sisters talk about the
death of their parents Having
lived for more than a century, not
only have they outlived all of the
people they disliked butalsoallof
the friendsand family which were
so dear to them. The audience
learns how much the sisters loved
their mother and how important
the pair's love is to each other.
It is the sisters' love for each
other and for life that makes them

unique, unusual and interesting.
Unfortuna tely, the audience has
to wait until the third act to see
this side of the sisters' personalities come out.
Having Our Say is more like a
documentary than a play. If the
tickets were a little cheaper, this
would bean excellent field trip for
a high school history class. Bur if
you like history told on a personal
level and find that the play sounds
interesting, take my advice and
just buy the book.

Lizan Mi tchell (lef t) and Micki Grant play Bessie and Sadie
Delaney in the Cleveland Play House producti on of Having Our
Say which runs through Oc t.13.
rom wo asp ng
Orsi and Brian Applegate.
The disc was an enjoyable listen, due in part to a wave of early
80's nostalgia that mome ntarily
seized hold of me. But it provides
only a gli mpse into DEVO's music
and is recommended as a starting
point. If the game itself interests
you. dial l-800-MY-DEALER to
find the nearest retailer.
- by Joe Ha lai ko

principal songwriters o
Reference your random access
memory for a moment and you
may recall DEVO's impact on the
post- industrial pop scene of the
late70'sa nd ea rly 80's. TheseAkron natives made a name fort hemselves through synth-driven tu nes
like "Freedom of Choice" and the
dance pop classic "Whip It," both
of which are featured on Adventures oft he Sman Patrol.
Two new tunes, the instrumental"T heme from the Smart Patrol,"
and "That's What He Said," are
consistent with DEVO'ssignature
style. Old er DEVO material compr ises about ha lf the a lbum ,
which also showcases a cut each
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for celebration at CBS?
She's the One is two of a kind Cos
Network seeks second wind from TV vets

Kristen Schne ldler

Sam Sublty

Speakmg of frxing things, Ink
(8:30 p.m., Mondays) is another
Down at CBS studios, the show set to premiere on CBS this
champagne bottles are p01sed falL Except this one's definitely
with corks loosed as all awall the broken It's already been rewritmoment when that mighty mea- ten, recast, and plain old redone.
sure of relevrsion worthiness, the And this before the airing of a
Nielsen ratings, pronounces ns single episode. Qutte auspicious
momentous verdict. Will it be yea beginnings for a show backed by
or nay? As the fall television sea- sue h great hopes.
Can Ted Danson can make a
son revs into action, the hopes for
aCBSchargc back into top ratings smooth transition from Boston
slots rests on some old, familrar bartender Sam Malone to New
shoulders. And it seems there York newswmerJack Britten ham?
Tinkermghasalreadypushed the
may be cause for plenty of 'yay!'
Leading this comeback is the premiere back several weeks to
king of sitcoms himself, Bill Monday, Oct. 21. However, it may
Cosby, whose Tire Cosby Show be well worth the wait. The delay
ruled the TV ratings in the 80's has been due panlytothe latesrgnThe new show, Cos by(B p.m.,Mon- ing of Danson's actual wife. Mary
days) whtch already premiered Steenburgcn InJnlzsheplaysCarlast Monday, dumps Cliff ne, Jack's re ently drvorced wife
H.uxtable for Hilton Lucas, a man and newly appointed boss at the
who's caught in a corporate New Yorl1 un
Norlongago, teenburgenand
downsizing shuffle after 30 years
at the same company. Already Danson collaborated for a fme adthis show's sounding more true- aptation of Jonathan Swtft's
ta-li fe than the first Cosby show, Gulliver's Travels to the television.
which wasoftencriticized for de- The ten ion between two divorpic ring a too-perfect family. cees on the same newssraff in Ink
Which now only leaves us with should provide equally good enthe question: Do people want to tertainment. And, should we get a
sit down in front of the boob tube little wistful for the good old days
of Clreers, rt surely won't hurt If
and watch ... themsdves1
Obviousl y someone is fairly we let out an occasional'Sammyf'
Both of these shows face a nelusure of Cosby's success. Two seasons' worth of episodes were pur- sive Amcncan viewJTig public.
chased before they even cast the
sby fatlcd several time · on TV
show. With Ph yhcia Rash ad play- before htmng the bull's eye in the
ing the devoted wife, Ruth , the SO's. And though Danson has enmagical chemistry is back that joyed su ce son the tube, he h
once created the model for mari- had his share of flops at the movta l bli ss in Claire and Cliff ies. Remember Madr 111 America
Huxtable. Also thrown in the mtx fromafewycarsba k'Mo ·tpeople

Int. News & Business

Editor
If by chance you
failed to see the hit
smaller-budget movie
The BrothersMcMullcn
last year, have no fear.
You can catch it again
now, under the name
She'< 1he One. It has
been said that the on ly
difference bet ween the
two films is that She's
the One was given a
budget more than twice
the size of Brothers.
And, this new budget
worked well.
The film,directed by
and starring Edward
Burns as Mickey
Fitzpatrick, tells of the
two Fitzpatrick brot hers,Mickeyand Francis
(Mike McGlone), and
the loves (and loves lost)
©Fox Searchlight Pictures
of rheir lives.
Mickey, the older of She's the One, from Fox Searchlight Pictures, features Mike McGlone as
th·· two brothers, is Francis Fi tzpatrick and Jennifer Anist on as his wi fe, Renee. The movie is
swept off his feet at the essen tially a higher-budget remake of last year's The Brothers McMullen
bt:gi nn ingof the fi lm by
H0pc (Maxine Ba hns). an effective failing marri age is one woman,
remedy to his aili ng quest for love Heather (Cameron D~az). A pan
and happiness. In the mea ntime, of Mickey's past (he was engaged
Mickey's youn ger brother. Francis, to her until he caught her in bed
appears to be caught in a ma rriage with another man),a nd now a part
that is going now here. due in large of Francis' present (she is the
woman he is having an affair
pan to his cheating hea rt.
And, in her much anticipated with), Heather causes problems
and talked about big screen debut, for both brothers. Ironically, she
Jennifer Aniston docs not disa p- is the one thing the two men have
point in her rol e as Francis' de- in common, and though she iniprived wife, Rene. In She~ th e One, tially creates a dista nce between
Aniston proves that her comic abil- them, she also eventual ly brings
ity is not due soldy to the skills of them back t o eth er. Stran el
thewriting teamof tlte h sit~ e11'8~.biaz IS ~ ~lTd"'.. ·
Friends, but also to her own tale nt fraternal discord in another movie
for making people relate to her now playing, Feeling Minnesota.
charac ter through humor.
Through comic (frequently
Francisand Renedo not,infact, bordering on vulgar) measures,
have a very good relationship, and this film dea Is significant! y with
many people( women, mostly) will many issues, including sexuality,
easily be able to empathize with family, religion, and the way each
Rene's feeli ngs, ac tions,and behav- of us pursue happin ess.
iors toward her husband, throughAside from Aniston, some of
out her entire process of attempt- the best (a nd most effectively deing to figure out what exactly it is livered) comic perfor mance
that is wrong wit h their marriage. comes from the brothers' father,
This whole process provides the played byJohn Mahoney, who perfunniest scenes and moments in fectl y portrays the dad who is so
the fi lm.
busy meddling in his sons' lives
IYia~
Responsible for a great deal of that he forgers about keeping up
Mickey's misfortu ne in love, and wi th his ow n.
the main reaso n behind Francis'
She's theOneattempts to tackle
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Too much Say, not enough play

Coming Attractions

Sisters' memoirs in Having our Say more history lesson than theatre

This weekend, shine up them belt
buckles and two step on over to
•
the Boot Scoot'n Saloon at 38929
Center Ridge Rd. in North Ridgeville for the
second preliminary competition of the
'Marlboro Country Nights Dance Showdown'
Tomorrow, Sept. 19, the dancing kicks off at
8:30p.m. for any cowboys and their cowgirls
who reckon they can take on the best country
dancers m the area and compete for a chance
to travel to the Lonestar state where a
National Championship will be held in
Dallas on Nov. 22. Clubwinnersrecei ve$500,
the regional compe!ll1ononOct II in Cuyahoga
Falls is worth $1,500,and the best dancmg twosome
in thecountrywill corrala$10,000 prize. Cover charge
Js$4and 'The Boot' can be reached byphoneat(216)3530995 for more information.

Joe Kilbane
Staff Reporter

As if we don't already see enough dark skies in •
Cleveland thiS time of year, now our televisions will
even be mvaded when Dark Skies comes to NBC at S
p.m.l hisSaturday,Sept. 21. The two-hourpremierewill introduce
viewers to a young congressional investigator, played by Eric
Close, whodiscoversan a hen presence on earth which has played
J. part in major historical evemsof the past 40 years. So aliens were
mvolved in the plot to assassinateJFK' Also watch for Suddenly
Susan at 9:30p.m. tonight on NBC as well as the season premiere of
Lois and Clark Sunday at 8 p.m. on ABC
Around this tim. e Ia.st year, Brad Pitt was making close to
seven figures wh tlechasinga m urdercr fixated with the
•
seven deadly sms 111 , you guessed it, Se ven . This year's
bloody fall mov1e award, however, will most likely go to Bruce
Willis for his role as a mysterious loner in New Line Cinema's Last
Man Standing, which 1sopeningat theaterseverywhere tomorrow,
Sept. 20. The movie takes place during Prohibition in a border
town named jericho, Texas. where two rivalcri me f amilies war for
control of a lucrative bounty of booze. Check local listings for
theaters and times.

Having Our Say opened Friday,
Sept l3behindthesuengthofthe
eighth largest advance ticket sales
of any Cleveland Playhouse show
since 1986. The play, written and
directed by Emily Mann, introduces the audience to two African -A mencan sisters. Both sisters.
Sadie and Bessie Delaney,are more
than a century old.
Adapted from the memoirs of
the real-life Delaney sisters, the
play IS very much like a history
lesson with more comfortable
seats. The cast consists solely of
Sadie (Micki Grant) and Bessie
(Lizan Mitchell), two old ma ids
who are respectively l03 and 101
years of age.
The sisters invite the audience
to sit down and have some tea.
They spend th e rest of the play
tellingsroriesabour their li vesand
ancestors, their recollections ranging from the end of the Civil War
to the Vice Presidency of Dan
Quayle. Each particular tale emphasizes the values that they have
learned and that they feel are important to families today-the imponanceof helpingothersin need,
education, making the time to
spend with children, and liv ing a
clean Christian life.
In the second act the sisters tell
of their personalstrugglesand triumphs over Jim Crow laws, as well
as other forms of segregation, racism and sexism as single AfricanAmerican women in the first half
of the century.
VO

Adventures of the Smart Patrol
(Discovery)

"A far-flung netherworld seething with mega-corporate villainy,
rabid techno-science,come-hither
erotic
naughtiCD Review
ness and
dangerously mutated humor." Intrigued? Then step mto the interactive arena of the "Smart Patrol,"
a CD-ROM game with separate
soundtrack straight from the
minds of Gerald V. Casale and
Mark Mothersbaugh,foundersand

Willis is gun-for-hire John Smith in last Man Standing.

Comwg Att ract10ns were compiled by Sam Subity. Artwork
by)clfl<.neile. Dates and times are subject to change.

The most Interesting and emottonal part of the play is the th1rd
act when the sisters talk about the
death of their parents. Havmg
lived for more than a century, not
only have they outlived all of the
people they disliked butalsoallof
the friendsand family which were
so dear to them. The audience
learns how much the sisters loved
their mother and how important
the pair's love is to each other.
It is the sisters' love for each
other and for life that makes them

unique, unusual and interesting.
Unfortunately, the audience has
to wait until the third act to see
this side of the sisters' personalities come out.
Having Our Say is more like a
documentary than a play. If the
tickets were a little cheaper, this
would bean excellent field trip for
a h1gh school history class Bur if
you like history told on a personal
level and find that the play sounds
interesting, take my advice and
just buy the book.

Lizan Mitchell (left) and Micki Grant play Bessie and Sadie
Delaney in the Cleveland Play House production of Having Our
Say which runs through Oct.13.

principal song rr er
Reference your random access
memory for a moment and you
may recall DEVO's impact on the
post-industrial pop scene of the
late 70's and early SO's. These Akron natives made a name for themselves through synth-driven tunes
like "Freedom of Choice" and the
dance pop classic "Whip It," both
of which are featured on Adven-

r m
o as
n a
Orsi and Brian Applegate.
The disc was an enjoyable listen, due in part to a wave of early
80's nostalgia tha t momentarily
seized hold of me. But it provides
only a glimpse into DEVO's music
and is recommended as a starting
point. lf the game itself interests
you, dial 1-SOO-MY-DEALER to
find the nearest retailer.

turesoftheSmartPatrol.
Two new tunes. the instrumentai"Theme from the Smart Patrol,"
and "That's What He Said," are
consistent with DEVO'ssignature
style. Older DEVO material comprises about half the album,
which also showcases a cut each

- by joe Halaiflo
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for celebration at CBS?
She's the One is two of a kind Cos
Network seeks second wind from TV vets

Kristen Schneldler

Sam Sublty

Int. News & Business
Editor
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Down at CBS studios, the
champagne boules are poised
with corks loosed as all awauthe
moment when that mighty measure of television worthiness, the
Nielsen ratings, pronounces tts
momentous verdict. Will it be yea
or nay7 As the fall tele ision season revs into action, the hopes for
aCBScharge back into top ratings
slots rests on some old, famihar
shoulders. And it seems there
may be cause for plenty of 'yay!'
Leading this comeback is the
kmg of sitcoms h1mself, B11l
Cosby, whose The Cosby Show
ruled the TV ratings in the SO's
The new show, Cosby(8 p.m., Mondays) which already premiered
last Monday, dumps Cl1ff
Huxtable for Hilton Lucas, a man
who's caught in a corporate
downsizing shuffle after 30 years
at the same company. Already
this show's sounding more trueto-life than the first Cosby show,
which was often criticized for de
picting a too-perfect family.
Which now only leaves us with
the question: Do people want to
sit down in front of the boob tube
and watch ... themselves?
Obviously someone is fairly
sure of Cosby's success. Two seasons' worth of episodes were pur·
chased before they even cast the
show. Wuh Phylicia Rashad playing the devoted wife, Ruth, the
magical chemistry is back that
once created the model for marital bliss in Claire and Cltff
Huxtable. Alsothrowninlhcmix

The Brothers McMu lien
last year, have no fear.
You ca n catch it again
now, under the name
She'~ 1he One . It has
been said that the only
difference between the
two films is that She's
the One was given a
budget more than twice
the size of Brothers.
And, this new budget
worked well.
Thentm,directed by
and starring Edward
Burns as Mickey
Fitzpatrick, tells of the
two Fitzpatrick brothers, Mickey and Francis
(Mike McGlone), and
the loves (and loves lost)
©Fox Searchlight Pictures
of rheir lives.
Mickey, the older of She's the One, from Fox Searchlight Pictures, features Mike McGlone as
th.· two brothers. is Francis Fitzpatrick and Jennifer Aniston as his wife, Renee. The movie is
swept off his feet at the essentially a higher-budget remake of last year's The Brothers McMullen
btginningof the film by
Hupc (Maxine Bahns), an effective failing marriage is one woman, a great many issues, but fails to
remedy to his ailing quest for love Heather (Cameron Diaz). A pan reallytackle anyone of 1hem . The
and happiness. In the meantime, of Mickey's past (he was engaged film needs more of a foe us in order
Mickey's younger brother, Francis, to her until he caught her in bed to be truly meaningful, or even
appears to be caught in a marriage with another man),and now a part enjoyable for that matter. Instead,
that is going nowhere, due in large of Francis' present (she is the the viewer leaves the theater wonwoman he is having an affair dering: "What exactly was that
part to his cheating heart.
And, in her much ant ici pa ted with), Heather causes problems movie even about, and did 1enjoy
and talked about big scree n debut, for both brothers. Ironically, she it, or did !just feel like I was watchJennifer Aniston does not disap- is the one thing the two men have ing an episode of Friends wnh a
point in her role as Francis' de- in common, and though she ini- bunch of new characters?"
She'stheOne is funny. but unprived wife, Rene. In She's the One, tially creates a distance between
Amsto n proves that hercomic abil- them , she also eventually brings fortuna tely it is not exactly "rush
ity is not due solely to the skills of
out to the theater" material.
them back to ether. Stran el
the writing team of he hitsftd>ift e aug ,Diaz isalsom !inWte
.
tt iirfif ~
Friends, but also to her own tale nt fra tern aId iscord in a not her movie your money,and if you rush out to
for making people relate to her now playing, Feeling Minnesota. buy anything, make it the Tom
cha racter through humor.
Through comic (frequently Petty soundtrack to the film,
Fran cis and Rene do not, in fact, bordering on vulgar) measures, rather than tickets to the film .
have a very good relationship , and this film deals significantly with
manypeople(women,mostly)will many issues, including sexuality,
eas1ly be able to empathize with family, religion, and the way each
Rene's feelings, actions, and behav- of us pursue happiness.
iors toward her husband, throughAside from Aniston, some of
out her entire process of attempt- the best (and most effectively deing to figure out what exactly it is livered) comic performance
that IS wrong with their marriage. comes from the brothers' father,
This whole process provides the played byJohn Mahoney, who perfunniest scenes and moments in fect) y portrays the dad who is so
the film .
busy meddling in his sons' lives
IYI8~
Responsible for a great deal of that he forgets about keeping up
Mickey's misfortune in love, and with his own.
the main reason behind Francis'
She's tlte One attempts to tackle

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
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BIG FUN
Small Prices

• Wfld

so•s & 70;s Items

• Dormabilia
• Star Wars
• Classfc Novelties
• Cool T-shlrts & Postcards
• Pop Culture & N05talgia (ialort

~....We

Buy Old
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WIIK IM THI B411Jw\IMT

Monday Night Football
$2.25 Big Buds, Free pizza at halftime
Tuesdays
$1.50 Domestics Bottles
Wednesdays
Heineken and Amstel Specials, 15 cent wings
Thursdays
The Janglers Unplugged, Guinness Specials

FRIDAY. SEPT. 20
SPONSORED BY
JJIHEUSER-BUSCH

DeVILLE
HAPPY HOUR
$1 DIWTS6-9
FREE

-..,.

Offer Valid only with coupon.
Limit one per customer.
Offer expires 11 /1/96.

1

JCU
$1 DRAFTS 6-9
fREE PIZZA AND WINGS 6-5 P.M.
.......... ,... coo/ prizes and Indians ticlicts!

Toys""""~

-1
$2.00 OFF lOo/o OFF
I
I

j)

lends Ruth a sympathetic ear
when Hilton begins to display a
very Huxtable-l ike penchant for
fixing things that aren't broken.

1827 Coventry Road
Cla.land Heights; Ohio .U1l8
(216) 371·4FON (4386)

Any Cool T-Shirt

~

Speaking of fixing thmgs, Ink
(8.30 p.m, Mondays) is another
show set to premiere on CBS this
fall. Except this one's definnely
broken. It's already been rewmten, recast, and plain old redone.
And this before the airing of a
smgle episode. Quite auspicious
beginmngs for a show backed by
such great hopes
Can Ted Danson can make a
smooth transition from Boston
bartender Sam Malone to New
York newswriterjack Brittenham?
Tinkermghasalready pushed the
prem1erc back several weeks lO
Monday, Oct. 21. However, it may
be well worth the wait. The delay
has been due panlytothe latestgning of Danson's actual wife, Mary
Steenburgen. In Jnlz she plays Carrie, jack's recently d1vorced w1fe
and newly appointed boss at the
New Yor-h Sun .
Not long ago, Steenburgen and
Danson collaborated for a fine adaptatton of Jonath:w Swift's
Gulliver's Travels to the television
The tension between two divorcees on the same news staff mInk
5hould provide equally good entertainment. And,should we get a
little wistful for the good old days
of Clteen. it surely won't hurt if
we let out an occasional 'Sammy!"
Both of theseshowsface anelusive American vtewing publtc
Co!:.by failed several times on TV
before hitung the bu\l's eye in the
BOs. And though Danson has enjoyed success on the tube, he has
had h1sshareorflopsat1he movies. Remember Made 1n America
froma~ wycarsba k1Mostpeople

SATURDAY, SEPT. 2~

Any Purchase
Offer Valid only wlttt coupon.
Limit one per customer.
Offer expires 11/1/96.

20680 •orth Park Blvd. 321-7272
tn the baaeaabt of Piaaaaa
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Grass or Turf
Kevin Bachman
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FROM 8 TO 11:

RIDICULOUSLY CH AP DRINK SPECIALS
FOR POOR COLLEG KIDS:
• YARDS OF BEER
• SHOTS
• BIG DRAFTS OF BEER

Staff Reporter

While most john Carroll
students complain about the
shortage of parking spaces, the
men's and women's soccer
teams complain about a shortage of something else: grass

Commentary
As one of the few teams in
Ohio without a grass field, not
onlydobothsoccerteamshave
trouble scheduling non-<:onference home games, but they
also have problems finding a
place to practice.
Ever walk to the library at
fiveo'clock>Youcanseethesoccerteams practicing on a small
patch of the torn up£ ront lawn,
sharing space with the intramuralfootball teams. But hope
might be on the way.
The University has been
looking for a suitable field for
some time, said Fr. Richard P.
Salmi, SJ., vice president for
Student Affairs.
"We have tried and are continuing to locate fields that
would be either adjacent or
dose to campus; Salmi said.
"We've talked to Belfair about
the possibility of leasing some
property from them to create a
soccer field."
The only
available spot
within
the
University
grounds that
could be used

campusL" Leeman said. "This
is our campus, we should play
on our campus, but there is no
room. Do you see the football
team playing anywhere else?"
Preparing for games on turf
by practicing on a grass field
also poses a bit of a problem,
according to senior forward
Brady Brosnahan. Thatandthe
fact that few non-conference
teams are willing to play on a
turf field makes it very hard to
schedule quality opponents at
home.
In 1991 and 1992, the men's
team was denied a bid to the
post season NCAA Division Ill
Tournament because theselection committee felt their
schedule was not strong
enough, said jude Killy,a 1995
graduate who was a member
of those teams. The '9lteam
finished 15-1 and the '92 team
wasl5-2.
The Streaks began to schedule tougher opponents, but the
only problem was that no one
wanted to play on a turf field.
In 1993 the Blue Streaks played
three non-conference games
on the road, lost all three, then
wonl7gamesinarow,andstill
were denied a tournament bid.
Last year's team, which finished ll-4-1, won the OAC
regular season title. but began
the season 0-3. losing three
non-conference

In 1993, the Blue
Streaks played
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Men's soccer scores first win

Streaks shutout ONU 2-0 in conference opener

Steven Colalaml

ass1sted on Pap's score. "We played

Assistant Sports Editor

a little sloppy, but what's impor-

The frustration ended for the
john Carroll men'ssoccerteam last
Sunday as they posted a 2-0 win
over Ohio Athletic Conference n·
val Ohio Northern.
In posting their first victory of
the'96campaign theStreakscontinued to outshoot their opponents, this time
taking
30
cracks at the net
"If
compared to 15
for the Polar
Bears. For the
season,JCU has
99shotsongoa1
while holding
their foes to just
52.
my
Prior to the
Ohio Northern
contest, however, the Streaks
had only an 0-3 meant
record to show
for their efforts.
But with 15:03
left in the second half of
Sunday'saction,
junior Michael Pap's first goal of
the season on a rebound from a
free kick gave the Streaks their first
lead of the season.
"Most of the credit [for the win!
should go to Grant Mast," said Pap
"If it wasn't for him making spectacular saveaf ter spectacuIa r save,
my goal wouldn'thavemeantanything in the first place.·
Senior Brady Brosnahan followed Pap's effort minutes later

tant tome is thatchancesltoscorel
are bemg created. The goals will
come; we've just been unlucky so
far, and sometimes it's better to be
lucky than good."
Fortunately for the Streaks, the
Polar Bears were neither lucky nor
good last Sunday as JCU dominated
the
match from
start to finish .
junior goal keeper Grant
Mast
and
sophomore
1
fullback Chris

sealing the 2-0 triumph.
"We were really happy to play
in front of such a great crowd ,"
said senior Adrian Del Busso,who

concerns to cor rect•
"!Not scoring many goals) has
been frustrating, and it is a cause
for urgency because we know we're

It wasn't for
[Mast] making
s pectacu.ar save

after SpeCtaCUlar
save,
goal
wouldn't have
anything In
the first place."
Mike Pap

Hansen helped
keep
Ohio
Northern
scoreless while
junior
midfielder jeff
Hunkele and
Del Busso continually used
ball control
and precise
passing to wear
down the overmatched Polar

the team to beat and we take that
auilude on the field with us," Del
Busso said. "We're not worried,
though. We have a lot of talent,
and we play our style of soccer.
There 1sa lot of pressure on us, but
l don't get worried about a.·
The Blue Streaks will continue
conference play on the road this
week as they travel to Mount
Union on Wednesday [or a 4:00
p.m. contest and to Otterbein on
Saturday for a 2:00 p.m. match.
Last season Carroll tied Mount
Union 0-0 and defeated Otterbein

4-1.
"Mount Union always gives us
a hard time, and Otterbein showed
some potennal by beating Heidelberg this year," Mast said. "Both
teams always play tough games."

Bears.
10hio Northern] was a small
team, and we were able to knock
them off the ball," said Mast. "We
won every head b~ll . and we went
intoourtackles hard. lfwe didn't
make a few defensive errors, the
game would have been over in the
first half."
"We were really happy to be in
front of our home crowd," continued Mast. "It's good for us to have

for
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For Private Parties &Info Call 771·0533
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would be
front quad, but
women'scoach
Kellie Leeman
said the field is
in such poor
shape that the
University
would have to
fix the turf.
"We could
play on the
front lawn,"
Leeman said,
"but it would
take some investmem I on
the part of the
University] to play there."
Which leaves us right back
where we started. Playoncampuson turf, or possibly playoff
campus on a grass field.
"I would have a definite
problem with that [playing off

conference
games on the
road, lost all

Tournament.

T h i s

Junior Mike Pap manuvers
through the midfield during last
Sunday's 2-Q win over ONU.

year ' s
t

e a m ?

Theylostl0, 1-o, and
3-1 in their
first three
non-conference
games, all
on
the
road.
Would
a victory
over a non-conference team
have given the men's team a
berth in the postseason tournament? It is too late for those
players, but the University
should continue to look for an
alternative playmg site.

three, then won

17gameslna
row and still were
denied a
tournament bid.

We here at the
Carroll News
were wondering if
you care about the
issues around
campus, for
example, parking
on campus. Do
you care?
Could've fooled
us since we rea II y
haven't gotten any
letters about it.
Maybe if you
wrote to us, your
opinion would be
heard, and maybe,
just maybe,
someone will be
listening.

Senihr, Volleyball

Pap scored his first goal
of the season,and the
second of his career, with
a tally against Ohio
Northern. His goal gave
the Streaks their first
of the season and was
enough to give Carroll
first win.

Perrone received alltournament honors for
the third week in a row,
this time at the BaldwinWallace Invitational
where JCU went 4-1. She
led the team with 74 kills
and 75 pass attempts.

SPORTS
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Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter
While most john Carroll
students complain about the
shortage of parking spaces, the
men's and women's soccer
teams complain about a shortage of something else: grass

campusl" Leeman said "This
is our campus, we should play
on our campus, but there is no
room. Do you see the football
te;~m playing anywhere else?"
Preparingforgarnesonturf
by practicing on a grass field
also poses a bit of a problem,
according to senior forward
Brady Brosnahan. That and rhe
Commentary
fact that few non-conference
teams are willing to play on a
As one of the few teams in turf field makes it very hard to
Ohio without a grass field, not schedule quality opponents at
only do both soccer teams have home.
In 1991 and 1992, the men's
trouble scheduling non-conference home games, but they team was denied a bid to the
also have problems finding a post season NCAA Division Ill
Tournament because the selecplace to practice.
Ever walk to the library at tion committee felt their
fiveo'clock?Youcanseethesoc- schedule was not strong
certeamspracticingonasmall enough, said jude Killy,a 1995
patch of the torn up front lawn. graduate who was a member
sharing space with the intra- of those teams. The '91 team
mural football teams. But hope finished 15-1 and the '92team
was 15-2.
might be on the way.
TheStreaksbegantoschedThe University has been
looking for a suitable field for uletougheropponents,butthe
some time, said Fr. Richard P. only problem was that no one
Salmi, Sj., vice president for wanted to play on a turf field.
Student Affairs.
tn 1993the Blue Streaks played
"We have tried and are con- three non-conference games
tinuing to locate fields that on the road, lost all three, then
would be either adjacent or won 17 games in a row, and still
close to campus,• Salmi said. were denied a tournament bid.
Last year's team. which fin"We've talked to Belfair about
the possibility of leasing some ished 12-4-1, won the OAC
property from them to create a regular season title, but began
the season 0-3. losing three
soccer field ."
non-conThe only
ference
available spot
games on
within the In 1993, the Blue
the road.
University
None of
grounds that Streaks played
t h. a s e
could be used
for
would be
front quad, but conference
Tournawomen'scoach
ment.
Kellie Leeman games on the
said the field is
T h i s
year ' s
in such poor
lost all
t e a m ?
shape that the
'
TheylostlUniversity
then
would have to
0, 1-o, and
3-lintheir
fix the turf.
first three
"We could 17gameslna
play on the
nd 'll were non-confront lawn."
ference
games, all
Leeman said, den'-""
"but it would
IOU
on
the
take some inroad.
vestment I on tournament bid.
Would
the part of the
a victory
University] to play there.•
over a non-conference team
Which leaves us right back have given the men's team a
where we started. Playoncam- berth in the postseason tourpusonturf.orpossiblyplayoff nament? It is too late for those
players, but the University
campus on a grass Held.
"l would have a definite should continue to look for an
problem with that (playing off alternative playing site.

u

Men's soccer scores first win

Streaks shutout ONU 2-0 in conference opener

Steven ColalaMI

assisted on Pap's score. ·we played the team to beat and we take that
a little sloppy, but what's impor- attitude on the field with us." Del
The frustration ended for the tant tome is that chances[toscore] Busso said. "We're not worried,
john Carroll men'ssoccerteam last are being created. The goals will though. We have a lot of talent,
Sunday as they posted a 2-0 win come; we've just been unlucky so and we play our style of soccer.
over Ohio Athletic Conference ri- far, and sometimes it's better to be There is a lotof pressure on us, but
val Ohio Northern.
lucky than gcxxi."
I don't get worried about it"
In posting their first victory of
Fort una tel y fort he Streaks, the
The Blue Streaks will continue
the '96campaign the Streaks con- Polar Bears were neither lucky nor conference play on the road this
tinued to outshoot their oppo- gcxxi last Sunday as JCU domi- week as they travel to Mount
nents, this time
nated
the Union on Wednesday for a 4:00
taking
30
match from p.m. contest and to Otterbein on
cracksatthenet "If It wasn't for
stan to finish . Saturday for a 2:00 p.m. match.
compared to 15
junior goal- Last season Carroll tied Mount -..
for the Polar [Mast] making
keeper Grant UnionO-Oand defeated Otterbein
Bears. For the
Mast
and 4-l.
sophomore
·Mount Union always gives us
season,JCU has SpectaCUlar SaVe
99 shots on goal
full back Chris a hard time,andOtterbeinshowed
while holding
after spectacular Hansen
helped some potential by beating Heideltheir foes to just
Ohio berg thts year." Mast said. •Both
keep
52.
Northern teams always play tough games."
Prior tO the save, my goal
scoreless while
Ohio Northern
junior
contest. how- wouldn't have
midfielder jeff
ever, the Streaks
Hunkele and
hadonlyan0-3 meant anything In
Del Busse conrecord to show
tinuall y used
for their efforts. the first place."
ball control
But with 15:03
and precise
left in the secMike Pap passing to wear
ond half of
down the overSunday'saction,
matched Polar
junior Michael Pap's first goal of Bears.
the season on a rebound from a
10hio Northern! was a small
free kick gave the Streaks their first team, and we were able to knock
lead of the season.
them off the ball," said Mast. ·we
"Most of the credit [for the win) won every head ball , and wewenr
should go to Grant Mast," said Pap. into ourtackles hard. lf we didn't
"If it wasn't for him maki ng spec- make a few defensive errors, the
tacular save after spectacular save, game would have been over in the
my goal wouldn't have meant any- first half."
thing in the first place."
"We were really happy to be in
Senior Brady Brosnahan fol- front of our home crowd," continlowed Pap's effort minutes later ued Mast. "I t's good for us to have
Assistant Sports Editor

pses a
concerns to correct."
1Not scoring many goals) has
been frustrat ing, and it is a cause
for urgency because we know we're

Junior Mike Pap manuvers
through the midfield during last
Sunday's 2.0 win over ONU.

road.

won

three,

row a

st.,

a

were wondering if
you care about the
issues around
campus, for
example, parking
on campus. Do
you care?
Could've fooled
us since we really
haven't gotten any
letters about it.
Maybe if you
wrote to us, your
opinion would be
heard, and maybe,
just maybe,
someone will be
listening.

Senior, Volleyball

Pap scored his first goal
of the season,and the
second of his career, with
a tally against Ohio
Northern. His goal gave
the Streaks their first lead
of the season and was
enough to give Carroll its
first win.

Perrone received alltournament honors for
the third week in a row,
this time at the BaldwinWallace Invitational
where JCU went 4-1. She
led the team with 74 kills
and 75 pass attempts.

SPORTS
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soccer begins homestand
V-ball third at BW Women's
Streaks shoot for first win of the season

Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

The Streaks continue to fine
tune their play in preparation for
the Ohio Athletic Conference
regular season as they play at home
for the first time this season.
This weekend, the Blue Streaks
will host the john Carroll University In vi rational at the Don Shula
Sports Center, and they will look
to finish off what seemmgly
slipped away last weekend at the
Baldwin-Wallace Invitational.
Aftergomg undefeated in pool
playJCU faced off against Bluffton
College in the semifinals. Winner
of the 1995 Baldwin-Wallace Invitational, Carroll defeated
Bluffton in fourgamesdunngpool
play,butthingsdid not fare as well
in thesemifinals. The Streaks took
two of the first three games, but
lost a marathon fourth game, 2220. With the momentum safely in
the hands of the Bluffton players,
they took the [if th game 15-6.
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht
said it was disappointing to lose
that fourth game and then the
match. This was not the first time
the Streaks let a lead slip away. At
the Thomas More Skiline Chili
Class1c two weeks ago, the Streaks
wereuptwogamestooneon Ithaca
College, but dropped games four
and five l3-15, 7-15.
"We've had the lead in the
fourth gametwoonhree times this
season, and it's very frustrating to
lose those," Weitbrecht said. "The
momentum was definitely with
them [going into the fifrh gamel"
While the Streaks did not get a
chance to defend their title, their

+l

b

rhem 10 8-5 on the season Senior
outside hitter Kat y Perrone picked
up 74 kills adding to her teamleading total and good for fifth
place in the OAC 1146 per gamel
~rrone was named tothealltournament team for the third wtek in
a row. Weitbrecht sai d Perrone's
play is a result of hard work over
the last three years.
• he hascontinually worked to
get better and better," Weitbrecht
said. ·she can be as dominant a
player as she wants to be. With
Katy in a position to be honored,
its a reflection of a good team
around her.~
Sophomore Leslie Disscl had

181 assists over the weekend, and
she currently ranks fourth in the
OAC with 9.35 apg. Sophomore
Molly Ridenour ranks founh in the
OAC in blocks per game, leading
the Streaks with 1.02.
This weekend , nine teams will
invade the Don Shula SportsCenter,threeof which were NCAA Division ill tournament teams in
1995: the Streaks, Calvin College,
and Thomas More. TwoOACteams
will also 1nvade University
Heights: Baldwin-Wallaceand Mt.
Union. Senior outside hitter Stacy
Bong1ni said the team is looking
forward to playing in front of a
home crowd.
"I don't think we'll be nervous
at home,· Bongini said. "If anything, playing in from of the home
fans will fire us up."
To prepare for the tournament,
Weitbrechr said she would spend
the week working on "defense, defense, and defense."
'There's nota weak sister in this
tournament."
The Blue Streaks open the tournament with back-to-backgames
at 2·00 p.m. and 3:45 p.m. versus
Hope and Hanover respectively.
Play continues throughout the
evening for the rest of the tournament field, with the last game beginning at 9:00 pm Sawrday's
matches will be determined by the
results of Friday's play.

score de£initel y did not reflect the
overall effort put forth by the team.
Sports Reporter
"We came out flat," said
A lack of depth hurt the
women'ssoccer team again last Leeman. "I could tell that the girls
Wednesday as they were just weren't ready toplay,andthat's
outshot 26-5 in a 7-0 loss to the disappointing. But I was really
College of Wooster. Their los- impressed with our defensive efing streak wasextended to four fort."
Eventually, fatigue overcame
games.
The Streaks (0-4) fell be- JCU as a result of their lack of
depth.
hind early
Wooster broke
as Wooster
the game open
scored its
with five secfirst goal
ond-half goals
only 1:lO
into
the
,.,. '
in a span of 15
minutes.
game. How""'
ever, the de5 W'V
"Fatigue
was definitely
fense recov"-..4.
a factor down
ered to hold
r lUI ... ''
the stretch,"
the FightCoach Leeman said junior
ing Scots
sweeper
scoreless for
Danielle
the next 20
minutes. Ashotjustoutofthe LaCour. ·we only had three subs
reach of freshman goalkeeper compared totheirfifteen. lack of
Ma ura Gatto made the score 2- depth can hurt us bu.r that is not
0 at halftime. Gatto finished an excuse for how we played."
LaCour and junior Elizabeth
the game with 12 saves.
JCU again tightened up the Chambers were singled out by
defense, and Wooster did not Coach Leeman for their outsta ndscore for the first 25minuresof ingplay last week and throughout
the second hall. Coach Kelli.e the first month of the season.
"!Danielle and Elizabeth] have
Leeman was pleased to see the
defense per form so well follow- played every minuteof every game
ing a shaky start. The final so far," said Leeman. "They are

Matt Rayl

"-1 was really
Jmnressed with
our uefen Jua

e

Women's CC takes fourth, men seventh

Pagano and Van Dress lead Blue Streaks at Allegheny Classic

Ste hanle Fox
Sports Reporter

ing," Lanese stated, "and our hard
work really paid off."

an excellent race as welL Fenske
placed 21st overall with a time of

T
n
nded.
horses are out of the gate, but some
still need a prodding in order to
get them going.
The john Carroll University
women's cross country is out of
the gate and running. The women
made good on their goal to improve each time out. They finished fourth in an eight-team field
at the AlleghenyClassic, bur more
importantly, every runner improved their individual times,
which is the key toimprovingasa
team.
Coach Kathy Lanese was very
pleased with her team's performance.
"We had a tough week of train-

'
the women were led by freshman
Debbie Pagano. She placed fourth
overall with a time of
20:15, just 19 seconds behind first-place runner
Maggie Rehm of Allegheny.
"We worked very hard
and pulled together as a
team," Pagano said . "We
are steadily improving,
and I'm excited about r he
rest of the season."
Junior Penny Roxas
alsoputina fine performance, finishing 12th with a time of 21:19.
The senior veteran of the
women's team , Amy Fenske, ran

Also helping out the women's
ream were freshmen Rebecca

The Skiers' Edge invites all JCU students to come
and visit your neighborhood's newest ski ~pecialty
shop. Present your JCU J.D. for 101i off any
purchase during September.
*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses
K2*Head*Tyrolia*Marker'Solstice*Columbia*Oakley
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atom•c

-

3471 Fairmount Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
(216)371·6900
5 minutes from ampus

showup in the final standings. But
the men'scoach, Don Stupica, isn't

Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter

In its college football preview,

The Sporting News named john
Carroll senior linebacker Chris
Anderson its preseason Division
lll Defensive Player of the Year. But
Chris knew nothing about the
honor unul a sibling told him
about it.
·Actually, my sister saw it in
Pittsburgh," Anderson said. "It's a
great honor. It's nice to be recognized ."
Anderson, however, cautions
that it is only a preseason prediction.
"We have ro play out the season
first. It'll mean moreafterthe season."
Defensive Player of the Year was
probably the last award on
Anderson's mind when he started
practice as a freshman in 1993. He
came to john Carroll from just
down the street at University
School as a fullback. Bur after a
few days of practice he was
~wi tched ro defense and made a
linebacker.
"We didn't think we had the
linebacker ralenr conducive to
whatweneeded,"saidCoachTony
DeCarlo. "So ratherthan let a good
athlete be numberfour orfive at a
position(run ning back I. we moved
him to the other side of the ball."
Anderson responded by becommg a starter only two games
into his freshman year. He finished the season with a team-high
149 tack les, which set a freshman
record and remains the secondhighest total in school history.

"Weare back toadevelopmental situation. We've lost some
people, and our numbers
are down," said Stupica.
"But the interest is there,
the work ethic is good and
the attitude is a good one.
They are working hard."
Leading the men's team
was sophomore james Van
Dress. He placed 25th overCoach Stupica allandfinishedwithatime
of 29:16which wasfiveseconds more than his time
Kumor, who finished 18th with a last week.
time of 21:30, and Sarah Phillips
Also helping the men's team
who finished 50th with a time of were freshman Nick Sellers and
junior Michael Garbera. Sellers
26:56.
"It was a difficult course," said finished 34th overall with a time
Lanese, "yet I was very pleased of 30:14 while Garbera crossed the
with the girls' performances. Next finish line 35th overall finishing
week the course is a lot easier, so at 30:33.
"Basically, there's no one to fall
we hope to improve once again."
The men's team is looking for back on," Stu pica said. "They eisome prodding, a spark, to get ther do it, or there's no one else."
The men's and women's cross
them out of the gate.
The Blue Streaks finished sev- country teams continue the 1996
enth in a seven-team field, but like campaign this Friday, September
the women, the men, as individu- 20, as they travel to South Bend,
als,did improve on their times. But, Indiana, to compete in the Notre
it just wasn't enough difference to Dame Catholic Invitational.

attitude is a good one."
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Anderson was an honorable
mention to the All-Ohio Athletic
Conference team, and he received
thejoh n Carroll Most Valuable Defensive Back Award, and shared
the Most Valuable Freshman
Award with defensive end Scott
O'Donnell.
"I didn't think that I'd have an
impact right away," Anderson said.
"Butt hey were thin at linebacker. I
guess they liked me. I'm glad they
did it."
Anderson
followed up his
stellar freshman season
with a terrific
sophomore
campaign. He
led the team
again in tackles with 137
and
was
named to the
All-OAC second team. He
also garnered
his first OAC
Defensive
Player of the
Week award Chris Anderson
for his performance against Marietta on September 17,1994.
In 1995, Anderson led the team
in tackles for the third consecutive season with 134 takedowns.
He won the second of hisOAC Defen sive Player of the Week awards.
This time he won it for his dominating performance against Ohio
Northern on October 14. In that
game, he made 15 tackles and

ptcked off two Polar Bear passes.
The 1995 postseason brought
many accolades Anderson's way.
He was finally named to the AllOAC first team and received the
Bill Edwards Award as the most
outstanding linebacker in the conference. The Don Hansen Football
Gazette also named Anderson a
first-team All-American.
"Each award is a great honor,"
said Anderson , who has never
missed a game.
"I've had good
defensive lines
so that I could
run to the ball
and make tackles."
Anderson,
who was also
named to the

season All American by The

Sporting News , Olllege Football
Preview and DonHansenFootball
Gazette. will lead the defense.

O'Donnell had 97 tackles and 8
sacks last year.
"It's been a privilege to play behind Scott O'Donnell," Anderson
said. "A \II have to do is run to the
ball because he always has two
guys on him."
Also solidifying the defense is
senior free safety Scott Youmell,
also named tO the OJ liege Football
Prev1ewandDonHan enFootball
Ga~eue preseason All-American
teams.
"Defense is our strength , no
question about it," Coach DeCarlo
said. "We have a great deal of experience and great senior leadership
in Anderson, O'Donnell, and [seCollege Football niordefensi ve tackle, Ryan] Carter."
On the other side of the ba 11,
Preview preseason
A11- the offense will be led by the seAmerican team, morrunnmg back Carmen llacqua
needs 117 tack- and sophomore quarterback Nick
les in 1996 to Case rio.
Jlacqua, anoth r College Footbreak the school
record of 536 set ball Preview and Don Hansen
by three-rime Football Gazette preseason AllAll-American American, had 431 yards rushmg
linebacker Dave on 104 carries and 564 yards receiving on 56 receptions in 1995.
Rastoka ('86-89).
Meanwhile, Caseno,.JOiningthe
"We have a lot of seniors this
year, so we all want to go out on a others on the Don Hansen Foot good note. We want to keep the ball Gazette preseason Allmomentum g01ng," Anderson America team , finished his freshman campaign com pleting ISO of
said
The de[ense, deep in se ni or 299 passes for over 2,000 yards and
·leadership, wi11 provide a lot of 14 touc hdo' ns. He will be lookthe team's momentum . Anderson ing rocut down on his 14 intercepand senior defensive end Scott tions.
The Blue Streak receivingcorps
O'Donnell, who was named a pre-

lost its leading receiver from last
year, Nick Petty, who transferred
to Kent State forfinancial reasons.
That leaves senior Dave Davis as
the team's most experienced receiver, although he caught only
e1gh t passes in 1995.
The offensive line also faced
major reconstruction during the
o£f-season. In addition to losing
three of last year's starters to
graduation, returnmg starting
right guard joe Morse is out in
definitely with an injury. That
leaves senior center John A lenc as
the only returnmg starter.
"Offensively, we lost some talented people," DeCarlo admitted.
"We're replacing a majority of our
line, and it hun to lose Petty. Guys
hke Dav1 , !sophomore Dean]
Reidy and [junior john! Priestap
have ro step it up a notch. And
llacqua,lsen1or Chad] Rankin and
Caserio are outstanding."
Senior Don Caserta will handle
the punungchores,and fellow senior jason oldbergw11ltakecare
of the place kicking duties Both
pined 1he Don Hansen Football
Gazette presea on All America
ream.
john Carroll opens Its OAC
schedule Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
Ohio Northern. lase seasonjCU
blasted the Polar Bears 38-6, but
DeCarlo is still cautiou .
"They're usual I y big and
strong," DeCarlo sa 1d "Thw defensive lin isbackima tfromlast
year, and we have some concerns
about their quarterback, Scon
Tekancic, who threw the ball for
over 2,000 yards last year•
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Anderson leads corps of preseason All-Americans
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definitely the mainstays of our
defense."
Chambers was also proud
of the hard work put fonh by
thedefenseagainsta very good
Wooster team.
"We did a really good job of
marking up their players," said
Chambers. "The defense communicated well until the very
end, when things fell apart.•
The team hopes to turn
things around as they start a
long seven-game homestand,
which began yesterday against
Ohio Athletic Conference foe,
Mount Union, at Wasmer Field.
"The girls are fired up to
open conference play at home;
said Leeman.
While playing on artificial
turf does not give the Streaks a
tremendous advantage, it is
better-suited to their passing
style of play. Also, the girls get
to practice on the turf,a luxury
that some of their opponents
are not afforded.
The homestand continues
with two more OAC contests.
The Blue Streaks play on Saturday, September 21, against
Otterbein at 1 p.m. and on
Wednesday, September 25, at
4:00 p.m. when Muskingum
visits Wasmer Field.
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Women's soccer begins homestand

V-ball third at BW
Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

The Streaks continue to fine
tune their play in preparation for
the Ohio Athletic Conference
regularseasonastheyplayathome
for the first time this season.
Thts weekend, the Blue Streaks
will hosuhejohn Carroll University Invitational at the Don Shula
Sports Center, and they will look
to finish off what seemingly
slipped away last weekend at the
Baldwin-Wallace Invitational.
After going undefeated in pool
playJCU faced off against Bluffton
College in the semifinals Winner
of the 1995 Baldwin-Wallace Invitational, Carroll defeated
Bluffton in fourgamesdunngpool
play, but things did not fare as well
in the semifinals. TheStreakstook
two of the first three games, but
lost a marathon fourth game, 2220. With the momentum safely in
the hands of the Bluffton players,
they took the fifth game 15-6.
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht
said it was dtsappointing to lose
that fourth game and then the
match .This was not the first time
the Streaks let a lead slip away. At
the Thomas More Skiline Chili
Classtc two weeks ago, the Streaks
wereuprwogamestooneon Ithaca
Cot!ege, bUI dropped games four
and five l3-l5, 7-15.
"We've had the lead in the
fourth game two or three times this
seas<m, and it's very frustrating to
lose those," Wen brecht said. "The
momentum was definitely with
them (going into the fifth game!."
While the Streaks did not get a
chance to defend their title, their
+l
b
1 hem ro 8-5 on 1he season Senior
outside hitter Katy Perrone ptcked
up 74 kills adding to her teamleadrng total and good for fifth
place in the OAC 13.46 per gamel
Perronewasnamedtotheall tournament team for the third week in
a row. Weitbrecht sa id Perrone's
play is a result of hard work over
the Ia t three years.
"She has continua !I y worked to
get better and better," Weitbrecht
said. " he ca n be as dominant a
player as she wants to be. With
Katy in a position to be honored,
its a reflection of a good team
around her."
Sophomore Leslie Dissel had

Streaks shoot for first win of the season

181 assists over the weekend, and
she currently ranks fourth in the
OAC with 9.35 apg. Sophomore
Molly Ridenour ranks fourth in the
OAC in blocks per game, leading
the Streaks with 1.02.
This weekend. nine teams will
invade the Don Shula SportsCenter.threeof which were NCAA Division Ill tournament teams in
1995: the Streaks, Calvin College,
andThomasMore.TwoOACteams
will also invade University
Heights: Baldwin-Wallace and Mt.
Union. Senior outside hitter Stacy
Bongini said the team is looking
forward to playing in from of a
home crowd.
"I don't think we'll be nervous
at home," Bongini said. "If anything, playing in front of the home
fans will fire us up."
To prepare for the tournament,
Weitbrecht said she would spend
the week working on "defense, defense, and defense."
"There's not a weak sister in this
tournament."
The BlueStreaksopen the tournament with back -to-back games
at 2:00 p.m. and 3:45 p.m versus
Hope and Hanover respectively.
Play continues throughout the
evening for the rest of the tournament field , with the last game beginning at 9:00 p.m. Saturday's
matcheswillbedetermined by the
results of Friday's play.

Matt Rayl

score definitely did not reflect the
Sports Reporter
overall effort putforth by the team.
"We came out flat," said
A lack of depth hun the
women's soccer team again last Leeman. "I could tellthatthegirls
Wednesday as they were justweren'treadytoplay,andthat's
outshot 26-5 ina 7-0 loss to the disappointing. But l was really
College of Wooster. Their los- impressed with our defensive efing streak was extended to four fort."
Eventually, fatigue overcame
games.
The Streaks (0·4) fell be- JCU as a result of their lack of
depth .
hind early
Wooster broke
as Wooster
the game open
scored its
·~-1 was really
with five secfirst goal
ond-half goals
only 1:10
in a span of 15
into the Impressed with
minutes.
game. Howd 'IJSI
ever,tbede"Fatigue
was definitely
fense recovu-..J.,
a factor down
ered to hold
1 IUf &.
the stretch,"
the FightCoach Leeman said junior
ing Scots
sweeper
scoreless for
Danielle
the next 20
minutes. A shot just our of the LaCour. "We only had three subs
reach of freshman goalkeeper compared to their fifteen. Lack of
Ma ura Gauo made the score 2- depth can hurt us bu.t that is not
0 at halftime. Gatto finished an excuse for how we played."
LaCour and junior Elizabeth
the game with 12 saves.
JCU again tightened up the Chambers were singled out by
defense, and Wooster did not Coach Leeman for their outstandscore for the first 25 minutes of ing play last week and throughout
the second half. Coach Kellie the first month of the season.
"!Danielle and Elizabeth] have
Leeman was pleased to see the
defense perform so well follow- playedeveryminuteof every game
ing a shaky start. The final so far," said Leeman. "They are

our e fe

e

Pagano and Van Dress lead Blue Streaks at Allegheny Classic

Ste hanle Fox
Sports Reporter

,

horsesareoUI of 1he gate, but some
stil l need a prodding in order to
get them going.
The john Carroll University
women's cross country is out of
the gate and running. The women
made good on their goal to improve each time out. They finished fourth in an eight-team field
at th e Allegheny Classic, but more
importantly, every runner im proved their individual times,
which is thekeytoimprovingasa
team .
Coach Kathy Lanese was very
pleased with her team's performance.
"We had a tough week of train-

ing," Lanese stated, "and our hard
work really paid off."

*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses
K2*Head*Tyrolia'*t.1arbr'*Solstice*Columbia*Oakle.Y
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomtc

c216n n-6900
5 mlnut.rs from canpus

showup in the final standings. But
the men's coach, DonStupica, isn't

Anderson was an honorable
mention to the All-Ohio Athletic
ln its college football preview, Conference team, and he received
The Sporting News named john the john Carroll Most Valuable DeCarroll senior linebacker Chris fensive Back Award, and shared
Anderson its preseason Division th e Most Valuable Freshman
Ill Defensive Player of the Year. But Award with defensive end Scott
Chris knew nothing about the O'Donnell.
"I didn't think that I'd have an
honor until a sibling told him
impact right away," Anderson said.
about it.
"Actually, my sister saw it in "But they were thin at linebacker. I
Pittsburgh," Anderson said. "lt's a guess they liked me. I'm glad they
great honor. It's nice to be recog- did it."
Anderson
nized."
Anderson, however, cautions followed up his
that it is on ly a preseason predic- stellar freshman season
tion.
"We have to play out the season with a terrific
first. It'll mean moreafterthe sea- sophomore
campaign. He
son.n
Defensive Player of th e Year was led the team
probably the last award on again in tackAnderson's mind when he started les with 137
was
practice as a freshman in 1993. He and
came to John Carroll from just named to the
down the street at University All -OAC secSchool as a fullback. But after a ond team. He
few days of practice he was also garnered
!>Witched to defense and made a his first OAC
Defensive
linebacker.
"We did n't think we had the Player of the
linebacker ta lent conducive to Week award Chris Anderson
what we needed ,"said Coach Tony for his perforDeCarlo. "So ratherthan leta good mance against Marietta on Sepathlete be numberfourorfive at a tember 17,1994.
1n 1995,Anderson led the team
position(running back], we moved
him to the other side of the ball." in tackles for the third consecuAnderson responded by be- tive season with 134 takedowns.
co ming a starter only two games He won the second of hisOAC Deinto his freshman year. He fin - fensive Player of the Week awards.
ished the season with a team-high This time he won it for his domi149 tackles, which set a freshman nating performance against Ohio
record and remains the second- Northern on October 14. In that
game, he made 15 tackles and
highest total in school history.

Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter
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picked off two Polar Bear passes.
The 1995 postseason brought
many accolades Anderson's way.
He was finally named to the AllOAC first team and received the
Bill Edwards Award as the most
outstanding linebacker in the conference. The Don Hansen Foot ba II
Gazette also named Anderson a
first-team All-American.
"Each award is a great honor,"
said Anderson , who has never
missed a game.
"I've had good
defensive lines
so that I could
run to the ba 11
and make tackles."
Anderson,
who was also
named to the
Co llege Foot ba II
Preview preseason
All American team,
needs 117 tackles in 1996 to
breaktheschool
record of 536 set
by three-time
All -A merican
linebacker Dave
Rastoka ('86-89).
"We have a lot of seniors this
year,soweall want togooutona
good note. We want to keep the
momentum going," Anderson
said .
The defense, deep in senior
·leadership, will provide a lot of
the team's momentum. Anderson
and senior defensive end Scott
O'Donnell, who was named a pre-

season All American by The
Sporting News , College Football
Preview and Don Hansen Foot ball
Gazette , will lead the defense
O'Donnell had 97 tackles and 8
sacks last year.
"It's been a privilege to play behind Scott O'Donnell," Anderson
said. "A 111 have to do is run to the
ball because he always has two
guys on him."
A!so solidifying the defense is
senior free safety Scott Youmell,
also named to the College Football
Preview and Don Hansen Foot ball
Gazette preseason All-American
teams.
"Defense is our strength, no
question about it," Coach DeCarlo
said. "We haveagreatdealof expenence and great senior leadership
in Anderson, O'Donnell, and (seniordefensi ve tackle,Ryan]Carter~
On the other side of the ball,
the offense will be led by these
niorrunn ing back Carmen llacqua
and sophomore quarterback Nick
Case rio.
llacqua, another College Footba ll Preview and Don Hansen
Football Gazette preseason AllAmerican, had 431 yards rushing
on 104 carries and 564 yards receiving on 56 receptions in 1995.
Meanwhrle, Caserio,joiningrhe
others on the Don Hansen Football Gazette preseason AllAmerica ream, finished his freshman campaign completing 180 of
299 passes for over 2,000 yards and
l4touchdowns. lle wi\1 be looking to cutdown on his 14 interceptions.
The Blue Streak receiving corps

lost its leading receiver from last
year, Nick Petty, who transferred
toKentStateforfrnanctal reasons.
That leaves senior Dave Davis as
the team's most experienced receiver, although he caught only
erght passes in 1995.
The offensive line also faced
major reconstruction during the
off -season. ln add it ion to losing
three of last year's starters to
graduatron, returmng starting
right guard joe Morse is out indefinitely with an injury. That
leavesseniorcenterJohnAlencas
the only returning starter.
"Offensively, we lost some talented people," DeCarlo admitted.
"We're replacing a majonty of our
line, and it hun to lose Petty. Guys
like Davis, !sophomore Dean]
Reidy and !Junior John] Priestap
have to step it up a notch. And
llacqua,(semorChadiRankin and
Case rio arc outstanding."
Semor Don Caserta will handle
the punting chores, and fellow senior jason Goldberg will take care
of the place ktcking dunes Both
joined the Don Hansen Football
Gauue presea n All Amenca
team.
john arroll opens its OAC
sc hedule Saturday at l:JO p.m. at
Ohio Northern. Last seasonjCU
blasted the Polar Bears 38-6, but
DeCarlo is still cautious.
"They're u ually big and
strong," DeCarlo satd. "Thetr defen ivchneishackintactfromlast
year, and we have some concerns
about thetr quarterba k, cou
Tekancic, who threw the ball for
over 2,000 yards last year."
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an excellent race as well. Fenske
placed 21st overall with a time of
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Also helping out the women's
"We are back toadevelopmenthe women were led by freshman
Debbie Pagano. She placed fourth team were freshmen Rebecca tal situation. We've lost some
people, and our numbers
overa II with a time of
are down," said Stupka.
20:15, just 19 seconds bethe interest is there,
hind first-place runner
"... the interest Is there, the "But
the work ethic is good and
Maggie Rehm of Alleghthe attitude is a good one.
eny.
work ethic Is
and the They
are working hard."
"We worked very hard
Leading the men's team
and pulled together as a attitude is a good
wassophomorejames Van
team," Pagano said. "We
Dress.He placed 25th overare steadily improving.
Coach Stupica allandfinishedwithatime
and I'm excited about the
of29:16which was five secrest of the season."
onds more than his time
Junior Penny Roxas
Kumor,
who
finished
18th
with
a
last
week.
also put ina fine performance,fintime of 21:30, and Sarah Phillips
Also helping the men's team
ishing 12th with a time of 21:19.
The senior veteran of the who finished 50th with a time of were freshman Nick Sellers and
junior Michael Garbera. Sel1ers
women's team, Amy Fenske, ran 2656.
"It was a difficult course," said finished 34th overall with a time
Lanese, "yet I was very pleased of 30:14whi leGarberacrossed the
with the girls' performances. Next finish line 35th overall finishing
week the course is a lot easier, so at .30:33.
"Basically. there's no one to fall
we hope to improve once again."
The men's team is looking for back on," Stupica said. "They eisome prodding, a spark, to get ther do it, or there's no one else."
The men's and women's cross
them out of the gate.
The Blue Streaks finished sev- country teams continue the 1996
enth in a seven-team field, but like campaign this Friday, September
the women, the men, as individu- 20, as they travel to South Bend,
als,did improve on theirtimes. But, Indiana, to compete in the Notre
it just wasn't enough difference to Dame Catholic Invitational.
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definitely the mainstays of our
defense."
Chambers was also proud
of the hard work put fonh by
the defense against a very good
Wooster team.
"We did a really good job of
marking up their players," said
Chambers. "The defense communicated well until the very
end, when things fell apart."
The team hopes to turn
things around as they stan a
long seven-game homestand,
which began yesterday against
Ohio Athletic Conference foe.
Mount Union, at Wasmer Field.
"The girls are fired up to
open conference playat home."
said Leeman
While playing on artificial
turf does not give the Streaks a
tremendous advantage, it is
better-suited to their passing
style of play. A!so, the gi.rls get
topracticeontheturf,a luxury
that some of their opponents
are not afforded.
The homestand continues
with two more OAC contests.
The Blue Streaks play on Saturday, September 21, against
Otterbein at l p.m. and on
Wednesday, September 25, at
4:00 p.m when Muskingum
visits Wasmer Field.

Women's CC takes fourth, men seventh

The Skiers' Edge invites aiiJCU students to come
and visit your neighborhoo<l's newest ski ~pecialty
shop. Present your JCU 1.0. for 10% off any
purchase during September.
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By Janet Hook .
(c)1996,LosAngelesTrmes·
.
.
In sharp contrast to the lopstded prestdennal race, thts fall's battle for control of
Congress IS s~apmg up as one of the most
closely fought m the past 40years,astruggle
that could turn on a handful o~ races that
may defy predtcuon unul election day

Please, won't you be
my neighbor?

HITS & misses
HIT: All the blue ribbons worn in support of
Rape Awareness Week. Keep the awareness
after the ribbons are gone. m I s s: The rapidly
decreasing odds of finding computers that
work in the dorms. HIT: Completely costumed
football fanatics cheering the Steelers/Bills
game intheWolflniPot. mIss: Temperature
control in o~ Malley. 'Nuff said. HIT: Drive-in
movie night in the cafeteria. The only things
missing were steamed-up windshields. HIT:
Festive royal blue inauguration banners hanging all around campus. m I s s: The deplorable
condition of the cafeteria bathrooms. Just
the thing to whet the appetite.
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A Clinton win could spark advantage on Capitol Hill

•Views/Editorial

It just goes to show the media can't always be trusted. lnjuly,a
Plain Dealer article reported that University Heights would vote
this fall upon Ordinance 96-51, attempting to reduce from three to
two the number of unrelated people allowed to live in a University Heights apartment To combat this ordinance, which would
make off -campus Jiving nearly impossible for the average cashstrapped scholar, Carroll recruited an army of student voters. But
when those student voters protested the ordinance at the University Heights City Council meeting this past week, councilmen
informed them of many, many errors within that article. Not only
was the infamous ordinance 96-51 something completely different from a simple threat of tenant reduction, but it wasn't up for
vote within the city for many months, and even then, voting
would be done within the City Council.
Now, post-meeting and pre-election, swdents are misinformed,
bewildered, and unsure what comes nex:t. Should we remove the
96-51 protest Oyers from the Atrium walls? Should we shut down
the voting registration booth?
Why should we? In the center of the 96-51 chaos lies a clear
warning that students should use this reprieve in order to amass
voting power for the next threatening ordinance to surface, or
even better. amass a respect among the residents of University
Heights that would keep any such ordinances from arising again.
University Heights has complained for years about traffic
congestion during Ca rroll 's moving days and pockets of hard
partters within the neighborhood. In response, Carroll has
complained that the police force which derives its very name
from the campus ts overzealous in slapping traffic violations
upon student vehicles. Aside from harvesting baby-sitters and
walking thetr dogs across the Quad, nobody in the entire neighborhood seems pleased by the students' presence (Pizzazz and
Papa John's exempted). An obvious chasm divides campus and
community One City Council meeting won't bridge that gap.
nt ersrt eigh s' image o
rroll ne
to t anged.
Umvcrsny Herghts has offered us Carroll studenrs a home away
from home, a secure and beautiful environment that helps ease
the transition of college living more than most students realize or
would admit. We have to reassure the residents of University
Heights that we are not beer-swilling, smart-ass kids ganging up
to stick it ro the town, but an institution dedicated to perpetuating
tts long revered jesuit tradition while recognizing the city's place
within rhat tradition.
Carroll should show University Heights its concerns for the
righrsof all residents, not just those of students. Voters within
Carroll can distnbutc pamphlets concerning local politics around
campus, or organize a group of voters to regularly attend City
Council meetings. Someday the residents of the community may
come to rei yon our votes to help them pass a badly needed school
levy Someday we students might have to rely upon the support
of the communi ty to stop an unfair parking ordinance. But those
students that are willmg ro regtster for the power to vote within
the community of University Heights must remember one thing.
We will gain the power to influl"nce the lives of those that have
resided in this community long before we arrived and will
connnuc to do so long after we have departed. So we must be
wtlling to register for the responsibility that accompanies it. And
this respons1bihty remains with us long after November ends.
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The best years of your life--really
Welcome back to another year of what is to be the
best four years of our lives. For some, though, this may be
your first year,and you may not be quite sure if this
could possibly be one of the best years of your life. All of
a sudden, you have gone from home-cooked meals to
cafeteria food, from a private bathroom to a community
bathroom, and from a house consisting of a kitchen,
living room. and dining room to a
l2xl2all-purpose room. Worst of
all, you come from a familiar,
Dora lice
comfortable environment where
Tavolarlo
you knew everyone to a place
Student lklion
where everyone is a stranger.
President
Well, do not feel like you're alone.
There are approximately 700
students that feel the exact way
Guest
and 2500 other studenLS that
Commentary
have already been in your shoes.
Speaking from experience,! can
guarantee that it only gets better. In due time, you won't
mind sharing a bathroom with 10 other people, your
l2xl2 room becomes the Ritz-<:arlton, and the Marriott
food, well , becomes Marriotr's food.
As I think about what 1am writing, 1wish that 1was
reading this commentary rather than writing it. I am
now a senior, and the best four years of my life are
coming 10 an end. Although it is exciting to think the
world is out there waiting for those graduating, it is also
sad to think this is out last year at Carroll. For the Senior
class, this will be the last Homecoming and Christmas
formal dance, the last Christmas Carroll Eve, the last

sam

Heading into the crucial final weeks of
the campaign, Democrats are buoyed by
President Clinton's commanding lead in
the polls. suggesting an electoral margin
large enough to pull other Democratic candidate<; into office along with him.
BUI congressional Republicans, while
increasingly worned about the party's prospects, still enjoy a big edge in fund-raising
and orheradvantagesof incumbency. They
pooh-pooh polls suggesting that more voters gene rail y prefer Democratic candidates
for Congress. Both sides agree, however, that
it wi It be a cliffhanger.
"The electorate is so fluid that everybody is skittish," said Rep. Mark Edward
Souder, R-Ind . "The last two weeks are going to be more critical than usual."
"It really will go down to the wire." said
Mark Mellman, a Democratic pollster.
"There are so many races in play today on
borh th e House and Senate side that it's
impossible to make a confident prediction."
That is a big change. For 40 years, congressiona I elec1 ions were conducted against
a backdrop of near certainty about the bottom-line outcome: Democratic control of
the House, and, usually, the Senate, was
' ..::ver really in question ash undreds of in dividual House and Senate races were con dueted around the country.
Indeed, for much of the last generation,
most congressi<d.ral races were not even

"Even if they do vote for Bill Clinton,
peoplelikechecksandbalances,"saidRep.
Peter I. Blute, R-Mass., who is favored tow in
in a district where D<?le is running more
than 30 percentage pomts behmd Clinton.
Blu1e has even taken to bragging about how
much theGO.PCongress has accomplished
wnh Chnton s support.
lndeed,someRepublicanstrategistssay
that in the closing weeks of the election,
they will advise GOP House members to
make that pttch explicit and argue to voters
that if Dole is going to lose, they need to
ma10tain a Republican Congress to keep
watch over a Democratic White House.
But Democrats are trying to keep voters'
attention focused on the GOP initiatives
Clinton opposed , particularly those that
would have reined in the growth of spending in Medicare, student loans and other
government programs. GOP efforts to
present a more moderate image are "too
little too late," said Martin Frost, chairman
of the DemocraticCongressionaiCampaign
Committee.
The big question is whether these nationa[ political trends will, in individual
races, outweigh the many ba ic advantages

that Republicans have enJOYed throughout
thecampaign.
For one thing.thegeographyof this year's
political battleground gives Republicans a
huge advantage: Democrats have to defend
a large number of open seats in the South,
where the GOP has been steadily gaining
strength in recent years. What's more,
Democrats have not fielded their firstchoice candidates in many districts, in pan
because candidate recruitment in many
states took place last year when the party's
prospects still looked very grim
"Thesearefundamenralfactorsthatwill
overshadow any effect of the presidential
race," said Rep. Btll Paxon of New York, head
of the National Republican Congressional
Committee. However, james Campbell, a
professor of politi a! science at Louisiana
State University who has studied congressional elections, satd his research on past
elections has convinced him that Democrats will win control of the House if Clinton wins with 53 percent of the vote or
more.
"It's going to be very close for control of
the Hou e," Campbell said." All rhe indications are it's a good year for Democrats"

time you'll sit on the Quad, and the last time you'll be
surrounded by so many good friends day in and day our.
Speakinglormysel£andmanyotherupperclassmen,asa
senior, you feel as if you want to get it all in within one
year. As hard as we try, we are going to look back and
wish we sat on the Quad one more time, went to Lee road
onemoretime,orsatuptalkingwithfriendsonemore
rime. The myth is true. These
are the bestlouryearsof your
life. So whether you are a
freshman, sophomore,junior,
or senior, enjoy it while you
can, because before you know
it your college experience will
be over.
Finally,as your student
bodyPresidem, !recommend
that before your Carroll
experience comes to an end,
take advantage of all the opportunities around you. As a
freshman, the best way to make Carroll your second
horne is to et involvt~~~~~~~~~~:-;:---'!"~~~~-i,c~o
m petitupi ved •
;;;
eked
sorority,clubsporr, varsitysport,oranyorganization,it
the r for the
The
will enable you to enjoy Carroll toiLS fullesr. Remember
GOP or the
found
House
Democrats will win control
as a s!Udent you are already a member of the SU (see,
D~m.o c rats.
Speaker
Newt
you're already involved), therefore, if the su can do
Even in 1~'1. it of the House if Clinton
Gingrich, R-Ga., is
something to make Carroll a better place, we welcome
was not un l i1
still a political liLetters to the editor
and encourage your suggestions. I personally invite you
the final weeks
abtlity
with
many
totheSUmeetingseveryTuesdayatS:!Sinthejardine
of the cam- wins with 53 percent of
voters. The poll
Room, and I wish you all the best for the 1996-1997
pa ign
that
found 34 percent
the vote or more.
school year.
Democrats seof those respondriously seemed
ing were less likely
in danger of
to vote to re-elect a
losi ng control of either the House or Senate. House member if he or she voted with
Now. in the House , the Democrats need a Gingrich most of the time; 11 percent said
lt'severybody's worst nightmare. You're
College life is not easy and we all know
We were scheduled to report to work at Ba.m.sharp
net gain of l9 seats to win back control. In they were more likely to vote for that mem- sitting on the john and you realize that it. We leave those we love most and all the
the next morning. At 7:30a.m. sharp, the foreman was
the Senate, they need to pick up three seats ber.
there's no toilet paper. Usually you can ask comforts of home fora 12-by- l5foot room ln
pounding on doors. After a quick breakfast, I pulled on
But
the
figure
that
looms
largest
on
the
a
friend to lend you some from another which we spend most of our time frying
my bright yellow Sears raincoat and rain pants and went
poli
rica
l
ba
nleground
these
days
is
the
huge
stall,
but they inform you that there's none our brains. We don't ask for much. All we
to a building called the Fish House where I was assigned
leadCli nton enjoys over GOP rival Bob Dole. in any of them. So you settle with a scrap of want is toilet paper in a few stalls, a clean
The Carroll News
to work. My official job title was "processor" but
The latest Times Poll found him ahead, 51 Kleenex you just so happen to have in your sink to wash our hands in, and a shower we
unofficially I was what is known as a "slimer." 1had no
Gina M. Girardot
percent to35 percent. Presidential coattails pocket. Some of us are not so lucky.
don't need to be afraid of entering. Next to
Editor ·h-Oloef
tdea what this entailed but I guessed that with a name
Christina E. Hynes
as
powerful
as
they
once
were,
beare
not
You
then
walk
back
out
into
the
baththe library, the bathroomiswherewespend
like that it was none too glorious. The precise moment in
Managng Editor
fore ticket-splitting became common room to wash your hands. You usc the one most of our time. All we expect is for it to be
Janes Grant
which I guessed this was as I stood along a conveyor belt
NetworkMa-lager
among voters. And Senate races tend to be soap dispenser that works. Tori nse off, you cleaned once in a while.
JonKaae
with about twenty other people, all looking like bananas
Ste""n Colalaml
less affected by presidential politics and stick your hands in the sink and try not to
This letter may seem like it was written
Robert
T.
Noll
in our raingear, all clutching
Sports
Advisor
other
national
political
trends.
Still,
a
big
Chrlatlne Dresch
to.
The
sinks
for
a few laughs. Well, this is no laughing
touchanythingyoudon't
have
short filleting knives, and all
Alan Stepltenaon, Ph.D.
""•on
Tokar
Pllotogra111r AdviS«
victory for Clinton almost certain! y would are covered in hair and dead bugs. Then, matter. The conditions weare livmg under
equally alarmed as salmon
Opinion
Nicole Sloboda
be a boost to Democratic House candidates, much to your dismay, THERE'S NO PAPER are unsanitary and even dangerous to our
began to pour onto the far end
Cherie Skocren
Classifleds Editor
Tam O'llonowltz
even
though it remains unclear whether it TOWELS! That's probably because the floor health. It's time that the bathrooms are
of the conveyor belt. For
News
""''
Knelle
Graphics
would be enough to deliver control of Con- is covered in them due to the garbage not cleaned on a regular basis so that we can
Krl sten Schneldler
awhile we merely watched the
JeMIIer Talllaman
ht. News & &lsiress
gress.
being taken out in over a week.
start using them without worrying.
Beth Anke
dead fish go by until one
Sherry Lucchetti
Ann Green
In
presidential
landslides,
the
winning
Doesthisscenariosound
familiar?
That's
Kristie Konta k
Marla
Trlvlaonno
brave girl reached out,
Josh Helman
Features
party
typically
harvests
a
big
crop
of
addiprobably
because
that's
only
half
of
what
Class
of 1998
Pllotography
grabbed a fish and began to
s... Subtly
Liz Whiteman
But
m
the
two
most
retional
House
seats.
we
have
to
deal
with
m
using
dormitory
Entertarrnent
cleanit. Asifawakingoutofa
Lesley Brown
cent landslides, the House gain was fewer bathrooms. Granted, bathrooms are not
Suaan Mallek
trance, immediately nineteen
Copy
than the 19 seats Democrats now need: Re- supposed to be the most sanitary places on
arms shot out, grabbed a
publicans picked up only 12 House seats earth, but we should be able to feel a hule
The Carroll News welcomes
salmon, and flailed, slashed, and stabbed the poor fish
with Richard Nixon's win in 1972, and 14 cleaner after leaving them.
letters to the editor. as it is
with great vigor By the end of the day, we were more
The Carroll News is published weekly during ea.:h semes·
our way of knowing what you
ter by the students of Jotn Carroll Lhlverslty. Opinions
seats behind Ronald Reagan in 1984.
Take the showers for example. For me
comfortable, and in a week we were old pros.
expresSed on theeditonals and cartoons are those of The
like or dislike about the CN.
Some
House
Republicans
are
even
be
the
shower
is
a
source
of
privacy
and
relaxCarroll
News
editorial
bOard
and
do
not
necessarily
re·
As the summer progressed, everyone recovered from
the
campus or life in general.
fleet the opmoons of the JCU administration, farulty, or
ginning to calculate that their own politi- ation. But I find it hard to have pnvacyand
the initial shock and became accustomed to the daily
students. Sogned matenal and comics are solely the view
We requ1re that letters be
cal
advantage
may
coincide
with
Clinton'
s
.
be
relaxed
when
I'm
dodging
bugs
and
tryof the author.
routine. We were mostly all a bunch of college ktds
submitted by noon Monday. in
They say the growing optimism in the na- ing not to touch the moldy walls and curtrying something different and growing from the
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
Home subscnphons of the CN are available by contact.
tional mood that has showed up in several tains. I actually feel dirller commg out of
ong the CN office. OffiCe phone runbers are 216-397publication. Letters can also
experience. I came home with some money m my wallet,
44 79. 216·397·1711 and216·397-4398.Fax/Data216·
recent polls will rebound to the benefit of the shower than I did going in. I am by no
be submitted via e-mail to
true, but also afresh appreciation for life. 1 would
397-1729.
CNLETTERS jcvaxa . jcu .edu .
all incumbents, Republicansaswell asCiin- means being unreasonable. I can accept
encourage anyone who may read this little tale of mine
The Carroll 1<ews 1s prO<)Jeed on Apple Macinto
comletters will be accepted after
ton. And the political fortunes of Clinton lack of water pressure and being unable to
to let a little randomness strike m his or her own life.
puters usong Aldus PagemakerN, Aldus Freehand ..,
noon on Monday only if there is
Hewlett Packard Oeskscan .., Mlcrosofllt Word,
and congressional Republicans may be regulate the water temperature. I can even
This world is filled wuh amazing possibilities for us
QuarkXpresS<S>.
additionnl space available. We
linked, many argue, because voters may accept not having a bench to set my stuff
each and every day. And now I can tell my grand kids
reserve the right to edit letters
Thl' Carroll News IS prlt1ted on 70% recycled paper, One
want to keep Congress in the hands of Re- on. But what I cannot accept is dirty femiabout the summer when I saw seven-foot bears out my
for
clarity
or
space
copy ol The Carroll News Is available to eacllrnember of
publicans to keep the Democrat's liberal nine products on the floor and a toilet sear
the Jotn Citt'rolllhorerSJty corrm..nty at no cost. Addibedroom window and did the Alaska shuffle with a real
considerations. Letters must
toonal copoes are valued at 5 cents each.
inclinauons in check
too dirty wsiton.
be signed and accompanied by
live Esktmo.

just a random fish story
!love the randomness of life. Everyday brings a new
world of possibilities. Maybe today will be the day Ed
McMahon shows up at my door with a huge cardboard
check Or maybe 1will turn a corner and collide with the
person I have been searching for all my life.
For me, randomness struck when as 1 walked through
the Administration Building last semester, an advertisement for student employment in Alaska caught my eye.
For my parents, randomness struck three months later
when 1announced that I would be spending my summer
working at a salmon cannery on Kodiak Island, Alaska.
They were okay with it, though a
bit worried-Isn't that the place
with all the bears.'? Before I knew
it, I was aboard a little bush plane
Sublty
anghngdown toward a gravel
Entertaiment
airstrip in the middle of nowhere.
Editor
1stepped down off the plane,
breathed to fill my I ungs with
some of that clean Alaskan airand inhaled a bug. All around our
Coovnentary
small party, tiny bugs swarmed
and soon we were doing what is
known as the Alaska shuffle. swiping our arms like
windshteld wtpers to get rid of the pesky gnaLS. Next
time you see one of those Alaska postcards with an
Eskimo wavrng, don't be fooled. He's not really waving
hello
Soon the woman who greeted us drove us to the
annery where we would be working. Once there, we all
moved into bunkhouses with about 150 other college
kids who were already beginning to rethink their
decJSion to come to Alaska. The bunkhouses were built
on stilts. I didn't really see why until 1was gently rocked
to sleep by the ocean waves which made the en me 75year-old structure sway all of my first mght At least, the
clock satd It should be mght I had never m my hfe
pulled down the window shade to keep out the sun at
midnight. And it was soon to grow stranger.

Commentary

to create a 50-50 tie, enough to control the
chamber tf Democrats keep the Whue
House because ~he vtce prestdentcasts ttebreakmg votes 10 the Senate.
.
.
Many nonparnsan analysts sttll gtve
Republtcans the edge 10 thetr ftght to retam control of the Senate and the House.
Bull he battle,espectallym the House,ts far
closer than anyone predtcted a year ago,
when Republicans were a~ the top of their
game. Smce then, Repubhcan~ have. been
wounded by thecollapseof thetr ambmous
plans t~ b~lance the federal budget , by
Chntonssktllmco-optmgkeyelementsof
thetr agenda, and by the efforts of Democra!S. and orgamzed labor to portray Republicans as extremists out to gut popular
government programs.
.
Repubhcans began a comeback thts
summer when they moderated their rhetonc, passed welfare reform and a flurry o[
otherbtllsthatC!tntonstgnedandstageda
national convention that boosted party
morale But now, long after the post-convennon sptkes of populamy for both stdes
should have dissipated, Republicans are
still looking at an ominous political landscape.
The latest Los Angeles Times Poll, conducted Sept. 7-10, indicates that voters genera II y prefer Democratic congressiona I candidates: Fifty percent of respondents who
are registered voters said they would like to
see a Democratic congressional candidate
win in their district, compared with 40
percent who want a Republican. Democrats enjoyed an even wider edge among
the crucial bloc of independent voters who
said, by a 51 percent-35 percent margin,
that they preferred Democrats over Republicans
Polling on party preferences in the congressional races has varied widely in recent months, but the best Republicans have
been able to do in any recent published poll
has been a statisti-
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Lack of toilet paper is no
laughing matter
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A Clinton win could spark advantage on Capitol Hill

•Views/Editorial

By Janet Hook

.
T1mesIn sharpcontrast,to the lopsided president! aI race, this falls battle for conrrol of
Congress IS shapmg up RS one of the most
closely fought mthepast40years,astruggle
th ar could turn on a handful of races that
may defy prediwon unul elecnon day.

(c) 1996, Los Angeles

Please, won't you be
my neighbor?
ltjust goes to show the media can't always be trusted. lnjuly,a
Plain Dealer article reported that University Heights would vote
this fall upon Ordinance 96-51, attempting to reduce from three to
two the number of unrelated people allowed to live m a University Heights apartment To combat this ordinance, which would
make off-campus living nearly impossible for the average cashstrapped scholar, Carroll recruited an army of student voters. But
when those student voters protested the ordinance at the University Heights City Council meeting this past week, councilmen
informed them of many, many errors within that article. Not only
was the infamous ordinance 96-51 something completely different from a simple threat of tenant reduction, but it wasn't up for
vote within the city for many months, and even then, voting
would be done within the City Council.
Now, post-meeting and pre-election, students are misinformed,
bewildered, and unsure what comes next. Should we remove 1he
96-Sl protest Oyers from the Atrium walls? Should we shut down
the voting registration booth?
Why should we? In the center of the 96-51 chaos lies a clear
warning that students should use this reprieve in order to amass
voting power for the next threatening ordinance to surface, or
even better, amass a respect among the residen ts of University
Heights thar would keep any such ordinances from arising a gam
University Heighrs has complained for years about traffic
congestiOn during Carroll's moving days and pockets of hard
part1ers within the neighborhood. In response, Carroll has
complained that the police force which derives its very name
from the campus is overzealous in slapping traffic violations
upon student vehicles. As1de from harvesting baby-sitters and
walkmg their dogs across the Quad, nobody in the entire neighborhood seems pleased by the students' presence (Pizzazz and
Papa joh n's exempted). An obvious chasm divides campus and
community. One City ouncil meeting won't bridge that gap.
n ver~1 y Height image of arroll nee ro
anged
Un iverslty He•ghts has offered us Carroll srudenrs a home away
from home, a secure and beautiful environment that helps ease
the transition of college living more than most students realize or
would admit. We have to reassure the residents of University
Heights that we are not beer-swi11ing, smart-ass kids ganging up
to stick it to the town, but an institution dedicated to perpetuating
11s long revered jesuit tradition while recognizing the city's place
wilhm that tradition.
Carroll should show University Heights irs concerns for the
rights of all residents, not just those of students. Voters within
Carroll can d•srribute pamphlets concerning local politics around
campus, or organize a group of voters to regularly attend City
Council meetings. Someday the residents of the community may
come tor lyon our votes to help them pass a badly needed school
levy. Someday we students might have to rely upon the support
of the community to stop an unfair parking ordinance. But those
students that are w1lling to register for the power to vote within
the community of University Heights must remember one thing.
W will gain the power to influrnce the lives of those that have
res1ded m th1s community long before we arrived and will
conu n uc to do so long after we have departed. So we must be
w1llmg ro register for the responsibiliry that accompanies it. And
rh1s re ponsibility remains with us long after November ends.

HITS & mi sses

HIT: All the blue ribbons worn in support of
Rape Awareness Week Keep the awareness
aftertheribbonsaregone. m Is s:Therapidly
decreasing odds of finding computers that
work in the dorms. HIT: Completely costumed
football fanatics cheering the Steelers/Bills
game intheWolf'n'Pot. mIss: Temperature
control in 0' Malley. 'Nuff said. HIT: Drive-in
movie night in the cafeteria. The only things
missing were steamed-up windshields. HIT:
Festive royal blue inauguration banners hanging all around campus. m I s s: The deplorable
condition of the cafeteria bathrooms. Just
the thing to whet the appetite.
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The best years of your life--really
Welcome back to another year of what is to be the
best four years of our lives. For some, though, this may be
your first year, and you may not be quite sure if this
could possibly be one of the best years of your life. All of
a sudden, you have gone from home-cooked meals to
cafeteria food, from a private bathroom to a community
bathroom, and from a house consisting of a ki1chen,
hving room, and dining room to a
12xl2 all-purpose room. Worst of
all, you come from a familiar,
Dorallce
comfortable environment where
Tavolarlo
you knew everyone to a place
Student lklion
where everyone is a stranger.
President
Well, do not feel like you're alone.
There are approximately 700
students that feel the exact way
Guest
and 2500 other students that
Commentary
have already been in your shoes.
Speaking from experience, I can
guarantee that it only gets better. In due time, you won't
mind sharing a bathroom with 10 other people, your
12xl2 room becomes the Ritz-<:arlton, and the Marriou
food, well, becomes Marriotr's food .
As I think about what I am writing, I w1sh that I was
reading this commentary rather than writing it. lam
now a senior,and the best four years of my life are
coming to an end. Although it is exciting to think the
world is out there waiting for those gradua1ing, it is also
sad to think this is our last year at Carroll. Forthe Senior
class, this will be the last Homecoming and Christmas
formal dance, the last Christmas Carroll Eve, the last

Heading imo the crucial final weeks of
the campaign , Democrats are buoyed by
President Clinton's cummanding lead in
the pol ls. suggesting an electoral margin
large enough to pull other Democraticcandida Jt' <; imo office along with him.
Bu t congressional Republicans, while
increasingly wor ned about the party's prospects, still enjoy a big edge in fund -raising
and other advantagesof incumbency. They
rooh-pooh polls suggesting that more voters generally prefer Democratic candidates
for Congress. Both sides agree, however, that
it will be a cliffhanger.
"The electorate is so fluid that everybody is skittish," said Rep. Mark Edward
Souder, R-lnd. "The lasr two weeks are going to be more critical than usual."
"It rea ll y will go down to the wire," said
Mark Mellman , a Democratic pollster.
"There are so many races in play today on
both the House and Senate side that it's
impcssi ble to make a confidem predicrion."
That is a big change. For 40 years, congressiona l elections were conduc ted against
a backd rop of nearcerrainty about the botto m-line outcome: Democratic control of
the House, and , usua ll y, the Senate, was
r .~ ver really in question as hundreds of individuR 1House and Se nate races were conducted around the country.
Indeed, for much of the last generation,
mosr co ngressi<>~ 1al races were not even

"Eve~ if they do vote for Bill Clinton,
people hke checks and balances," said Rep.
Peter I. Blute, R-Mass., who is favored to win
in a districr where Dole is running. more
than 30 percenrage points behind Cltnton.
Blute has even taken to bragging about how
much the GOP Congress has accomplished
wirh Clinton's support.
Indeed, some Republican strategists say
that in .t he cl~ing weeks of the election,
they wilt adv1se GOP House member to
make that pitch explicit and argue to voters
that if Dole is going to lose, they need to
maintain a Republican Congress to keep
watch over a Democratic Whire House.
But Democrats are rrying to keep voters'
attention focused on the GOP initiatives
Clinton opposed , particularly those that
would have reined in rhe growth of spending in Medicare, student loan and other
government programs. GOP efforts to
present a more moderate image are "too
little too late," said Marrin Frost, chairman
oftheDemocraticCongressionalCampaign
Committee.
The big question is whether these nationa! political trends will, in individual
races, outweigh the many bask advantages

that Republicans have enjoyed throughout
the campaign.
Foronething,thegeographyof this year's
pohtical battleground gives Republicans a
huge advantage: Democrats have to defend
a large number of open seats in the South,
where rhe GOP has been steadily gaining
strength in recent years. What's more,
Democrars have not fielded their firstchoice candidates in manydismcts, m part
because candidate recruitment in many
states took place last year when the party's
prospects still looked very grim.
"Thesearefundamenralfactorsthat will
overshadow any effect of the presidential
race,"said Rep. Bill Paxon of New York, head
of rhe National Republican Congressional
Committee. However, james Campbell, a
professor of political sc1ence at Louisiana
State University who has studied congressional elections, said his research on past
elections has convinced him that Democrats will win control of the House if Clinton wins with 53 percent of the vote or
more.
"It' going to b very close for control of
the House," Campbell said." A!I the mdications are it's a gD<Xl year for Democrats"

time you'll sit on the Quad, and the last time you'll be
surrounded by so many good friends day in and day out.
Speaking for myself and ma.ny other upperclassmen, as a
senior, you feel as if you want to get it all in within one
year. As hard as we try, we are going ro look back and
wish we sat on the Quad one more time, went 10 Lee road
one more time, or sat up tal king with friends one more
rime. The myth is true. These
are the best four years of your
li fe. So whether you are a
freshman ,sophomore, junior,
or senior,enjoy it while you
can, because before you know
it your college experience will
be over.
Finally, as your student
body President, l recommend
that before your Carroll
experience comes to an end,
take advantage of all the opportunities around you. As a
freshman, the best way to make Carroll your second
home is to et involvv~~~~~~~IW:Ililo~~---==::=:~~~~_L
c~
o<:ked
m petitupi veei •
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sorority, club span, varsity sport, or any organization, it
t her for the
will enable you to enjoy Carroll to its fullest. Remember
GOP or the
Democrats will win control found Hou se
as a student you are already a member of the SU (see,
-emoc rats.
Speaker
Newt
you're already involved), therefore, if the SU can do
Gingrich, R-Ga., is
Eve n in IW'I, it of the House if Clinton
something tO make Carroll a better place, we welcome
was not un ti l
still a political liLetters to the editor
and encourage your suggestions. I personally invite you
the final weeks
ability
with
many
wins with 53 percent of
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Lack of toilet paper is no
laughing matter

Just a random fish story
! love the randomness of life. Every day brings a new
world of possibi lities. Maybe today will be the day Ed
McMahon shows up at my door with a huge cardboard
check. Or maybe I wi ll turn a corner and collide with the
person I have been searching for all my life.
For me, randomness struck when as I wa lked through
the Administration Building last semester, an advertisement for student employment in Alaska caught my eye.
For my parents, randomness struck three months later
when I announced that I would be spending my summer
working at a salmon cannery on Kodiak Island, Alaska.
They were okay with it, though a
bit worned-Jsn't that the place
wilh all the bears!? Before I knew
Sam
It, I was aboard a little bush plane
Sublty
angling down toward a gravel
Entertairnent
airstrip in the middle o[ nowhere.
Editor
I stepped down off the plane,
breathed to fill my lungs with
some of that clean Alaskan airand inhaled a bug. All around our
Commentary
small party. uny bugs swarmed
and soon we were doing what is
known as the Alaska shuffle, swiping our arms like
windsh1eld wipers to get rid of the pesky gnats. Next
time you see one of those Alaska postcards with an
Esk1mo wa\~ng, don't be fooled. He's not really waving
hello
Soon the woman who greeted us drove us to the
cannery where we would be working. Once there, we all
mo\·ed into bunkhouses with about 150 other college
kids who were already begmning to rethink their
decision to come to Alaska. The bunkhouses were built
on stilts.! didn t really see why until I was gently rocked
to sleep by the ocean waves which made the entire 75year-old structure sway all of my first night. At least the
dock said It should be night I had never m my hfe
pulled down the wmdow shade to keep out the sun at
midnight. And it was soon to grow stranger.

to create a 50-50 tte, enough to control the
chamber 1f Democrars keep the Whue
House because the vice president casts tie·
breakmg votes In the Senate.
. .
Many nonpartisan analysrs sull g1ve
Republicans the edge m the1r f1ght ro retam control of the Sena~e and the House.
But the battle,especJall ym the House,is far
closer than anyone predicted a year ago,
when Republicans were at rhe top of their
game. Smce then , Republicans have_ been
wounded by thecollapseof theu ambitious
plans t~ b~lance the federal budget, by
Clmtonssk1llm co-opung key elements of
thm agenda, and by the efforts of Democrats and orgamzed labor to porrray Republtcans as extremists our ro gut popular
government programs.
Repu bhcans began a comeback this
summer when they moderated theirrhetonc, passed welfare reform and a flu rry of
orherbillsthatCimtonstgnedandstageda
nauonal convenuon rhat boosted party
morale Bur now, long after the pest-convenuon sp1kes of populamy for both s1des
should have dissipated, Republicans are
still looking at an ominous pcliticallandscape.
The latest Los Angeles Times Poll, conducted Sept. 7-10, indicates that voters generally prefer Democraric congressional candidates: Fifty percent of respcndents who
are registered voters said they would like to
see a Democratic congressional candidate
win in their district, compared with 40
percent who want a Republican. Democrats enjoyed an even wider edge among
the crucial bloc of independent vorers who
said, by a 51 percent-35 percent margin,
tha t they preferred Democrarsover Republicans
Polling on party preferences in the congressional races has var ied widely in recent months, but the besr Republicans have
been able to do in any recent published pcll
has been a statisti-
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Sitter Wanted: For us
at
www.
young adult. Call 921- springbreaktravel.com
1040.
or call 1-800-6786386.
Live-in Help Wanted:
Private quarters with Part-time Child Care
free room and board. Needed: In my Shaker
Help needed for physi- Heights home. 2 chilcally challenged young dren; ages 5 and 12.
girl. Duties include Light housekeeping;
showering and dress- cooking dinner meals
ing. Please leave a for children. Hours are
message. Call 921- 2:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri. Must have car.
1818.
Non-smoker. Social seBabysitter needed for curity paid. Begins Sep6 month old twins. Oc- tember. Salary negocasional Fridays and tiable. Respond by callevery other Saturday ing Peggy during the
night. Two blocks from day at 281-7620.
campus. Call 3214225. Experience nec- Gali's Garden Center
looking for part-time
essary.
help. Apply in person.
Delivery
Drivers 21301 Chagrin Blvd.
Needed Immediately: Beechwood 44122.
Part -time position $1015 I hour. Must have Child Care: Responsible
own car and insurance. and loving care needed
Please call Mike at 561- for infant and toddler in
8669 or 781-8669.
Shaker Heights home.
15-20 hrs. I week durWanted: A loving, re- ing daytime. Refersponsible caregiver for ences required. Call
preschool daughter for 295-5467.
4 afternoons I week in
our Cleveland Heights Seeking above -averhome. Good salary. age child care for our 3
Paid vacation and holi- wonderful children,
days. Must have car. ages 2, 3, and 5. Our
Call 999-5012, eve- home is within walking
nings only.
distance from JCU.
Thursdays 12 noon to 6
Want More Energy? 50 p.m.. Call Chris at 381people needed who are 7584.
serious about losing
weight! Lose up to 30 Seeking: Full-time or
lbs. 30-daymoneyback part-time internships.
guarantee. All natural, Citizen Action has exdoctor recommended. citing positions availCall 356-4 706.
able for people interested in protecting the
Hundreds of students environment. If you are:
are earning free spring sitting out this semesbreak trips and money! ter, tired of your sales
SellS trips and go free! or service job, looking
Bahamas cruise $279, for a career oriented job
Cancun and Jamaica now that you've gradu$399, Panama City I ated from college, or
Dayton $119! Contact are searching for anal-
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ternative to bartending
and waiting tables?
Thencall861-1989for
an interview. Hours are
2-10 M-F, Pay $325 /wk
Part time available,
flexible with college
schedules. You can
earn college credit by
working with us! We are
looking for honest
hardworking people
who want experience
working on environmental campaigns during
this exciting election
year.
Do you like kids and
need some extra cash?
Sitter needed for two
girls, ages 3 and 5, in
Shaker. Weeknights
and Saturday evenings
as needed. Transportation desired but not
required. Competitive
rates. Call Anne, 9213191, after 6 p.m..
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hour. Call 752-3480.
Part-time help with infant and toddler daycare on Belvoir and Bluestone. Please call
Audree at 382-1802.
Couple living in Shaker
Heights seeks JCU student on Tuesday or
Thursday morning or
afternoon this semester to care for 10 month
old child. Call Eric or
Sara at 991-1608.
Student mom needs reliable childcare. Mondays 3-5:30 p.m.. My
home is near Cedar Center. Other hours possible. Call 321-6109.

CN - Thanks for everything so far, you're making our jobs too easy!
Keep up the good work
and always party like
rock stars. Thanks
Help Wanted. Free T- again! CH and GG
Sh1rt + $1000. Credit
Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities,
"As A General Rule "
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise
up to $1000 by eamiAg
a whopping $5.00 I
VISA application. Call
1-800-932-0528 ext.
65. Qualified callers will
receive a free t -shirt.

I often wonder
why my life
seems so
empty, so

alone.
Sometimes I
cry at night
thinking
about it. But
then, I saw
the light, I
joined the
Carroll News
and now my
days are filled
withwann
and fuzzy
moments.

Crossword 101

Needed: A responsible,
loving babysitter one
day /week (day is flexible) for children 5, 2,
and 8 months old. Call
Chris 921-7514. Own
transportation preferred but not required.
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